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1. INTRODUCTION 
a. In this paper, we consider the existence of a class of quasiperiodic 
solutions for time independent real analytic Hamiltonian systems near an 
equilibrium. Quasi-periodic functions are defined as the special subset of 
almost periodic functions having a finite basis of rationally independent 
frequencies. The Fourier series expansion of such a functionf(t) is given by 
xi a, &i,w>t where j = (jr ,..., jk) is an integer valued vector and the 
components of w = (wr ,..., wk) are rationally independent. 
Let z = (zr ,..., zZn) be a real 2n-vector and Z?(Z) a scalar function which 
is real analytic in a neighborhood of the origin. If 
3?(z) = &yz) + *** + . ..) 
where SW is homogeneous of degree i then, the origin is an equilibrium of 
the Hamiltonian system 
/ being the real 2n x 2n matrix 
0 I i Ii -- . -I 0 
If Y02)(a) = l/2(2, AZ) where (., .) denotes the usual scalar product then 
the linearized system near the origin is 
i = JAz. (2) 
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It is well known that the eigenvalues ofJA occur in pairs &LX~ , &.a ,..., far, 
[16] which we order so that 
Re 01, = 0, 1 <K<K 
Re CX&+~ > 0, 1 <h<Z. 
Introducing the notation 01, = iu, , 1 < K < K for the purely imaginary 
eigenvalues, we assume that pi , ~a ,..., o’R are distinct and that 
for all integer valued vectors j = (ji ,. ., jJ with 1 < 1 j 1 < 4 where 
1 j 1 = z:f=, 1j, I. No restrictions are placed upon the other eigenvalues. 
Since ui , up ,..., oL are distinct, itis possible to introduce new coordinates 
u = (Ul ,...) 4, v = h ,..., Q), P = (P, ,...,pJ, q = (ql ,..., a) by means 
of a canonical linear transformation sothat JP)(z) has the form 
il -p @,2 + vr? + (P, %> 
where D is an I x I matrix satisfying the positivity condition 
Re(y, %> 3 PI Y I2 (3) 
for all nonzero complex vectors y and some p > 0. A transformation issaid 
to be canonical if it preserves the differential 2-form XL, dz, A C&Z,+, which 
implies in this case that 
Moreover, the assumption (j, u) # 0, 1 < lj 1 < 4, allows us to use a 
technique of G. Birkhoff [16] to normalize the higher order terms via a 
nonlinear eal analytic canonical transformation whose linear part coincides 
with the substitution above. In particular, if we again call the new variables 
u, v, p, q the Hamiltonian becomes 
i UKYK + (P, J&l> + Q i TKK'YMYK' + a4 vi, P,4) 
x=1 K,K'=l 
(4) 
where 2y, = (uX2 + v,*), T = (Tag,) isa real K x K matrix, and K is a power 
series uch that the weight 
4@“v”~?P’) = f (a, + w> + 2 i (A + Bn,), 
lc=l A=1 
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of any monomial is greater than or equal to five. The proof is presented in 
Lemma 4. Thus, K may be considered as a perturbation fthe Hamiltonian 
f =KYK + (P, J-&7> + : i ~KIC’YKYK’ - 
K=l K&=1 
The linearized system afforded by X, 
li, = UKVK ) d, = -o,u, , l,<K<k, 
J5 = Pp, cj = -J-Jq, 
where QT denotes the transpose of Q possesses a special K parameter family of 
bounded solutions, namely, 
w,(t) = c,eiuKt, c, = UK2 + VK2, 1 < K < k, p = q = 0. (5) 
Introducing the coordinates x,, yK , 1 < K < k, by w, = 2~~ eiGK each such 
solution may be viewed as the embedding of a k-dimensional invariant torus 
2yK = c, , 1 < K < k, p = q = 0 in Rzkf21 with Kronecker flow & = aK . 
These solutions are unstable since condition (3) implies that the eigenvalues 
of Q have positive real part [7]. The eigenspace corresponding to these E 
eigenvalues affords for each bounded solution a (k + Z)-dimensional manifold 
ikl- containing it and those solutions approaching the bounded one tangentially 
at an exponential rate as t -+ fco. Clearly, M- is given by 
UK2 + VK2 = c, , 1 <K<k, PA = 0, l,ch,<l. 
Similarly, M+ , 
is a (k + I)-dimensional manifold containing the bounded solution (5) and 
those solutions approaching it tangentially at an exponential rate as t -+ -co. 
In addition, the manifolds M+ and M- are Lagrangian; i.e., the differential 
form Cz=, dz, A dzn+” vanishes identically on them. 
One asks whether the nonlinear system (1) possesses solutions exhibiting 
similar properties ? In particular, we would like to obtain a representation of 
the form 
z = ‘$(‘& , 52 ,..-, ‘fk), fK = eK(0) eiWKt, 1 <K<k (6) 
where 4 is real analytic, the W, are close in absolute value to the a, , and the W, 
are rationally independent. Plainly, (6) d fi e nes a real analytic embedding 
of a torus and the orbits are quasiperiodic motions which cover the torus 
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densely. This is indeed the situation and our aim is to prove the following 
result. 
THEOREM 1. If in (4) det T # 0 then the Hamiltonian system (1) possesses 
quasi-periodic solutions of k frequencies w1 , w2 ,..., wK in any neighborhood of 
the origin where the w, , 1 < K < k, are rationally independent and close in 
absolute value to the o, , respectively. In particular, each such solution is obtained 
as the real analytic embedding of a k-dimensional torus with Kronecker flow. 
Moreover, two (k + I)-dimensional real analytic Lagrangian manafolds M+ and 
M- issue from the torus consisting, respectively, oforbits approaching the torus 
tangentially at an exponential rate as t -+ - co and t -+ + co. 
Our approach will be to view K(u, v,p, q) as a perturbation viz (4) in a 
suitably chosen neighborhood of the origin. We then show that the invariant 
tori of the unperturbed system 
$( = w, , YK = A 3 lbrc<k, p=q=o, 
(7) 
for which w = (wl, ws ,..., wle) satisfies theirrationality condition 
Kj, w>I > cl i Y9 j = (jl ,...,jk), c > 0, N>k (8) 
for all nonzero integer valued vectors j, 
may be continued. For the proof we use a rapidly convergent Newton 
iteration technique. A quantitative formulation is postponed until section 2a. 
b. The preceding theorem is readily seen to be similar in spirit to a result 
due to Lyapunov. In the case where JA possesses one pair of purely imaginary 
eigenvalues, the linearized system (2) has a one parameter family of periodic 
solutions w = w(0) eiot of frequency 0. Lyapunov proved for the nonlinear 
system (1) the existence of a real analytic manifold of periodic solutions 
containing the origin having the representation 
where 
and 
act2 + 7”) = = + fJ(P + r12) 
for I2 + q2 sufficiently small provided no other eigenvalue is an integral 
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multiple of io. In addition, the unit eigenvectors ofJA corresponding to the 
eigenvalues fiu span the tangent space of this manifold at f = 77 = 0. 
Observe that Lyapunov’s result asserts that all periodic orbits in a neigh- 
borhood of the origin are continuable. In contrast, our theorem shows that 
those tori whose frequencies (wr ,..,, c+) satisfy (8) are continuable and the 
set of points of 08” satisfying (8) in a neighborhood of o = (ur ,..., uk) is 
discrete. 
The theorem is also a generalization of awell-known result of Kolmogorev 
and Arnold [l] on the perturbation of k-dimensional invariant ori for 
conservative Hamiltonian systems of R degrees of freedom. They studied real 
analytic Hamiltonians of the type h(y) where y = ( y1 ,. ., yk) and the con- 
jugate variables (x1 , xa ,.,., xk) lie on a torus; i.e., x = X, mod 2x, 1 < K < K. 
Each y = $ is an invariant k-dimensional torus with Kronecker flow of 
frequencies ~~(9) = A,@), 1 < K < K, and one wants to know the effect 
of a real analytic perturbation upon these tori. Will there still exist invariant 
tori or do they break up ? Arnold proved that if det h,,(y) # 0 then those 
tori whose frequencies satisfy (8) survive a real analytic perturbation. Our 
theorem is reduced to the situation studied by Kolmogorev and Arnold by 
setting p = 4 = 0 in (4) and taking 
h(Y) = 2 UKY, + 3 i Q-KK’YKYK’ - 
lC=l lC,d=l 
Observe that the coefficient ma rix of the linearized system afforded by the 
Hamiltonian h(y) on each invariant torus y = 9 has only zero eigenvalues. 
In the theory we present, the coefficient matrix of the linearized system 
arising from the Hamiltonian (4) is permitted to have on each invariant torus 
2yK = C, , 1 < K \( k, p = q = 0, complex eigenvalues with nonzero real 
part in addition to the ones which are zero. No restriction s placed upon their 
multiplicity. A first step in this direction was taken by J. Moser in 1965 
when he presented atheory of quasiperiodic motions for nonlinear systems of 
ordinary differential equations [13, 141. He used his theory to extend Arnold’s 
results to the case where the coefficient matrix of the linearized system on 
the invariant tori has besides the zero eigenvalues either one pair of purely 
imaginary eigenvalues orsimple nonzero real eigenvalues. Melnikov recently 
studied our problem [9], [lo] under two different sets of hypotheses. In the 
first set he requires that the eigenvalues ;\, of Q be simple while in the second 
he demands that the eigenvalues of52 satisfy 
A, - i<j, w> # 0, Ay - A,, - i( j, 6~) # 0 (9) 
where w = (wr , ws ,..., wk) and the w, are defined in (7). The requirement 
that the eigenvalues besimple is quite restrictive n itself. In order to use the 
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second set of assumptions, the components of w(g) must be rationally 
independent. Even if they were rationally independent, a condition 
such as (9) is very difficult to satisfy in practice since the set of points 
JT = Ki, w> IiEW would be dense on the real axis. Indeed, if h, is a complex 
eigenvalue then so is 1, and it is very probable that (l/i)& - A,) = 2 Im X, is 
irrational and belongs to Z in violation fcondition (9). A condition similar 
to (9) also precludes the use of results obtained in [14]. 
One might expect that the theorem above could be reduced to that of 
Kolmogorov and Arnold by using existing results on the perturbation of 
manifolds with hyperbolic structure viz system (4) p = Q = 0. This is indeed 
the situation ifone is content only with a differentiable continuation of the 
tori yK =2c,,1~lc~k,p=q=O. 
In order to outline such an approach, we first note that Kolmogorov’s and 
Arnold’s theorem [l] may be adapted to the differentiable case by employing 
smoothing techniques imilar to those in [l 1, 151. The modified version says 
that if the Hamiltonian system afforded by h(y) is sufficiently smooth, then 
those invariant tori whose frequencies w,(L) = hVK($), 1 < K < K, satisfy (8) 
are continuable under sufficiently smooth perturbations and the continuations 
are differentiable. 
Returning to our problem, one sees that the system afforded by 
has the set b: p = 4 = 0 as a 2Z-dimensional invariant manifold with hyper- 
bolic structure. Using the results in [6] we conclude that d admits a differen- 
tiable continuation under a real analytic perturbation to a 2Z-dimensional 
invariant manifold in which the flow is such that the adaptation of 
Kolmogorov’s and Arnold’s result is applicable. Therefore, the tori yK = j, , 
1 < K < k, p = 4 = 0 for which the frequencies (7) satisfy (8) survive 
perturbation and the continuations are differentiable. Such an approach 
doesn’t even show the continuations are Cm much less analytic. 
A partial answer concerning the existence of the manifolds M+ and M- 
was provided by A. Kelley in 1967 [8]. He showed that if the invariant torus 
y = 9, p = q = 0 of the system (10) is continuable under the real analytic 
perturbation K(u, v, p, q), then the stable and unstable Lagrangian manifolds 
M-(9): y = 9, P = 0, 
M+(~):Y = 9, 4 = 0, 
also survive perturbation a d are differentiable to arbitrary high order, v, 
in some neighborhood of the torus which depends upon v. In general, this is 
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the best one may expect. Indeed, even when an invariant manifold persists 
under perturbation, the new invariant manifold is often less mooth than the 
original one [12, pp. 305-3081. We shall show that in our case, the continua- 
tions of M+(j) and M-(j) are real analytic. The Hamiltonian character of the 
problem is not used in obtaining these continuations but it does imply they 
are Lagrangian. 
c. The theorem above can be used to demonstrate the existence of quasi- 
periodic solutions for the three body problem. We consider three bodies 
attracting each other according to Newton’s law of gravitation where one of 
the bodies is much larger than the other two as in the case of the sun and two 
planets. The sum of their masses may be normalized to be 1 and we assume 
one planet has zero mass. Therefore, the two larger bodies have masses 
1 - p and CL, 0 < TV < 1, respectively, and are unaffected by the third. 
Furthermore, it is assumed that they are confined to a plane. It is well known 
that the center of mass of these two bodies moves linearly in time and we 
shall assume the origin of coordinates moves coincident with it. We further 
require that the two larger masses move on concentric circles centered at the 
origin. The existence of such a solution to the two body problem is known 
where both bodies rotate with the same frequency. In addition, the distance 
between them is constant and is normalized to be 1. The aim is to investigate 
the motion of the third massless body with respect o this special solution of 
the two body problem. To further simplify matters, we introduce a rotating 
coordinate system so that the two larger bodies appear to lie on a coordinate 
axis. If the third massless body is not constrained to the plane and its coor- 
dinates are denoted by x = (X I , x2 , x3) while the respective distances to the 
remaining larger and smaller body are u and p then the Hamiltonian of this 
dynamical system is 
xc? Y> = W2)(Y12 + Y22 + Ys2) - hY2 - X2YJ - (1 - P)/U - (PIP) 
= (l/2)1 2 12 - V(X), 
Jw = ww”,2 + x27 + (1 - PL)b + (P/P>. 
The equations of motion can be written as 
and the equilibrium solutions correspond to the stationary points of V. There 
are five of them which are denoted by L, , v = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 
The equilibrium points L, , L, , L, lie on the x,-axis as shown in figure 1
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while L, , L, have the coordinates ((l/2) - p, k3ii2/2, 0). If the third mass is 
at one of the equilibria L, , L, then the three masses form an equilateral 
triangle. The coefficient matrix of the linearized differential equation at 
L, , L, , L, has two pairs of purely imaginary eigenvalues &&(/.L) &us(~) 
and one pair of nonzero real eigenvalues all of which depend continuously 
upon CL. Hence, the singular solutions L, , L, , L, are unstable [7j. However, 
our results concerning the Hamiltonian (1) above imply that there exist 
quasi-periodic solutions oftwo frequencies ina neighborhood ofL, , Y = I, 2,3 
whenever a(p) = (ui(p), u2(p)) satisfies (j, u(p)) # 0, 1 < jj 1 < 4, and the 
matrix of coefficients (Tag,) inthe normal form (4) has nonzero determinant. 
FIGURE 1 
Furthermore, by computing the eigenvectors corresponding to the pair of 
real eigenvalues one sees that these quasiperiodic solutions are not confined 
to the x,x,-plane implying they arise as a consequence of permitting an 
additional degree of freedom. 
d. We would like to describe two innovations inour approach which do not 
appear in previous work. Recall that our first goal will be to demonstrate the 
existence of quasi-periodic solutions for the system (1). This shall be accom- 
plished by showing that those invariant tori y = 9, p = 4 = 0 of the unper- 
turbed Hamiltonian 
(viz (4)) possessing frequencies ~(9) which satisfy (8) survive perturbation. 
For this purpose, we employ a Newton iteration procedure. The continuation 
of each continuable torus y = 9, p = q = 0, will be given by an embedding 
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%(t, i, 0): T” -+ Tk x Rk+21 with i = ~(9). The embedding 9 is built 
up as an infinite product of canonical transformations 
% = lim Tl o ... oTV = lim 42’, Y--fin Y-Pm 
where each T, refines the previous approximation further. The construction 
of the T, is crucial for the success of the proof. Our method deviates from 
prior work in two respects which we proceed to detail. 
Let T be any one of the transformations TV. It is known that a canonical 
transformation T:(t,y, {+ , [-) E 9+ --f (x, y, z+ , x-) E 9 where 
6% Y> x+, z-) E Tk x Rk+21 
may be represented in terms of a scalar generating Y(x, 7, X+ , [-) [16]. 
Specifically, T is defined by the relations 
t=Zl”,, r=%, L = 8-9 ,z- = Yz+ . 
We will demand that the coordinate change of the z-variables 5 + x, 
z = (z+ , z-), have the form 
5 + 
( 1 z- 
= const. + 0 + (+I+) (i+). 
This is accomplished by restricting 9’ to be at most quadratic in (a, , <-); i.e., 
9(x, 17, z+ ,1-l = (4 7) + (z+ , 5-J + 4x, 7) + w% ++ 
and by omitting the mixed term (z+ , E(x, q)[-). The latter requirement is 
essential for success ince the functional equation that one would obtain for E 
is unsolvable. On the other hand, in order to specify the structure of the 
transformation fthe z-variables for each TV , it is necessary to relax control 
over the linear part of the system afforded by the transformed Hamiltonian 
Z? 0 @‘, . Let such a system be represented by
* = w + 0(x, y, z) 
9 = +(x9 Y, 4 
2 = Qz + $qx, y, x). 
In past endeavors, B is initially a constant matrix and maintained to be the 
same constant matrix under each successive approximation eV+r = 
% 0 Tv,, . However, we shall be compelled to let 52 be a function of x and y, 
periodic in x, and different a each approximation. In order to accommodate 
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this generalization, we must consider functional equations for A, B, C, D, F 
having variable coefficients. Thisleads to the study of linear partial differential 
equations having nonconstant coefficients; e.g., 
XJ(x) + U(x) G(x) + W-(x) U(x) = F(x) 
where 8 = CK w,(a/ax,) and Q(x) is a matrix whose eigenvalues lie in the 
right half plane. These two points are the essential innovations in our 
technique without which the convergence of the approximations @, in a 
suitable domain could not be achieved. 
The author would like to express his appreciation toProfessor J. Moser 
for his comments and helpful suggestions during the preparation of this 
manuscript. 
2. THE INVARIANT TORI 
a, The present section is concerned with a quantitative formulation of our 
results. Using (14) for motivation, we consider a real analytic perturbation 
x(x, Y, P, d = F(Y> P, n> + H(G Y, P, d 
of a real analytic Hamiltonian F(y, p, q) in a complex neighborhood 9 of the 
2K-dimensional real domain p = 4 = 0, y E Y where p = (p, ,...,pr), 
Q = (ql ,..., qr), x = (x1 ,..., xk) mod 27r, y = (yl ,..., yK) and Y is an open 
set in IFF. Our hypotheses are 
(i) F,(y, 0, 0) = 0, F&Y, f&O) = 0, 
(ii) det Fvy( y, 0,O) # 0, (1) 
(iii) the eigenvalues of]F,,( y, 0, 0), p = (p, q) have nonzero real part 
and that H is sufficiently small. The last requirement will be made explicit 
shortly. Itis plain that (14) is a special case of the Hamiltonian #(LX, y, p, q). 
The system of differential equations afforded by the unperturbed 
Hamiltonian 
* = F,(Y, 0, 0) + @(I P I2 + I q I”) 
j=o (2) 
0 ; - = ./F,,(Y, O,O) (;) + @‘(I P I2 + I q I”) 
possesses a family of invariant tori y = 9, p = q = 0 and the flow on each 
torus is given by 
R = F,@, 0,O). 
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Moreover, for each invariant torus y = 5, p = 4 = 0, there exist wo unique 
real analytic (k + I)-dimensional manifolds M+(9) and M-(g) upon which 
solutions leave and approach it exponentially. Indeed, since the eigenvalues of
JF,,(j, 0,O) occur in pairs 01, --01 half of them lie in the right half plane and 
the other half lie in the left half plane. Hence, the eigenspace of JF,,(i, 0,O) 
can be decomposed as the direct sum of two l-dimensional vector spaces 
n+(i) and L(9). The vector space ~+($$L(~)) is characterized by the 
fact that it possesses a basis consisting of generalized eigenvectors corre- 
sponding to eigenvalues lying in the right (left) hand plane. Observe that the 
right hand side of (2) does not depend upon x and since j = 0 the last wo 
equations 
(3) 
may be decoupled from the system for a given y = 9. The preceding 
decomposition of the eigenspace of JF,,($, 0,O) implies the existence of two 
unique Z-dimensional real analytic invariant manifolds 
L+W: P = Z+(q) and L-(3’): q = Z-(p) 
upon which solutions respectively eave and approach the equilibrium 
p = q = 0 exponentially. Their existence may be demonstrated by obtaining 
power series representations for them which are shown to converge by the 
method of majorants. Also, in the case where the right-hand side of (3) is 
differentiable of order Y, such manifolds L+( j) and,!,-( 5)exist and are differen- 
tiable of order v [3]. The manifolds k?+(9) and M-(g) are given by 
M+(Y) = Tn x L+(9) and Mm(?) = T” x L-(g), 
respectively, andthe flow (2) on M+(p) and M-($) is tangential. 
We shall prove the following result. 
THEOREM 2. If the perturbation H is su@&ntZy small and F satisjes (1) 
then those tori y = 9, p = 0, q = 0, for which the frequencies of the Jlow ~(9) 
satisfy (l-8) survive perturbation a d the continuqtions are real analytic. The 
manifoZds M+(3) and M-(p) aZso persist and their continuations are reaZ 
anazytic. Furthermore, these manifolds and their continuations are Lagrangian. 
Hence, the entire structure of any particular torus y = 9, p = 0, q = 0, 
including the manifolds M+(L) and M-(9) is p reserved under a real analytic 
perturbation provided w(f) = F,(?, 0,O) satisjies (l-8). 
b. Before proceding with the proof of Theorem 2, we show that it implies 
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sufficient conditions for the existence of quasi-periodic solutions near an 
equilibrium. These suffice to prove the first half of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 3. Let 
S(% v, P, 4) = H(2)(% v, P, 4) + x(3)(% v, P, Q) + x(4)(u, 74P, 4) + 0, , 
u = (Ul ,***, u,), v = v(vl ,..., v,), P = (Pl 9***> PI) 4 = (41 7.S.) QJ 
be a real analytic Hamiltonian function in a neighborhood of the origin where the 
Z(i) are the homogeneous parts of 2’ of degree j. Let Q be the coe@cient matrix 
of the quadratic terms in the power series expansion of Z about the origin. 
Assume the matrix JQ possesses k distinct pairs of purely imaginary eigenvalues 
j&r1 ,..., j$, and that the vector o = (uI ,..., ulc) satisfies the Jinitely many 
conditions (j, a) # 0 for integer valued vectors j with 1 < 1 j j < 4. Suppose 
the matrix of coeficients (rKK,) in t h e normal form for SF given by Lemma 4 has 
nonzero determinant. Then, the system of dz@ential equations afforded by SF 
has quasi-periodic solutions of k frequencies in any suficiently small neighborhood 
of the origin. 
Proof. By Lemma 4 there exists a canonical change of coordinates 
(x, y, z+ , x-) -+ (u, v, p, Q) such that s’Z’ becomes 
2t, = XK2 +YK2, l<K,<k, 
(4) 
where the eigenvalues ofQ have positive real part and the weight 
of any term in K is > 5. 
Pick an E > 0 and then find numbers &(E), 1 < K < k in the interval 
~12 -=c iK -C E such that 
where w = (wr ,..., c +) satisfies a modified form of condition (l-8), namely, 
Ki, w>l 2 c e Ii IeN, N > k, 
for integer valued vectors j. 
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The existence of infinitely many such solutions t”(c) = (iI(c),. &(.s)) can be 
shown by using elementary results from measure theory. Considering 
(x9 y, z+ , z-) in the domain 
9: / t, - &(c)I < 2, l<K<k, I z+ I < c9 /z-I <E 
where j a+ 1 = max, 1 z+~ j one sees that the Hamiltonian (4) may be viewed 
as a perturbation f
F(t, z+ , z-) = 2 u!A + B f ~KK’t,t,, + <z-.. , nx+> 
K=l K*K'=l 
since K is 0(Gj2) and the summands of F are of magnitude at least c2. 
It is plain that 
and the eigenvalues ofJF&t, 0, 0), z = (z+ , x-), do not lie on the imaginary 
axis. Therefore, the hypotheses of Theorem 2 almost apply. Although the 
numerical condition (l-8) had to be altered by introduction f a factor E, 
the proof of the relevant heorem viz. Theorem 4 is still valid. This is a 
consequence of the fact hat the magnitude of K in 9 is much smaller than c2. 
We conclude that there exist infinitely many quasiperiodic solutions of k 
frequencies in a neighborhood of the origin corresponding to those t”(c) for 
which w satisfies (5). Q.E.D. 
c. Our first aim in proving Theorem 2 is to show that those tori whose 
frequencies ~(3) = (wr ,..., UJ#) = F,($, 0,O) satisfy condition (l-8) 
survive perturbation. The following theorem is sufficient for this purpose. 
THEOREM 4. Consider the real analytic Hamiltonian 
h(y) + <x- > Qz+> 
in the complex domain 
9: {I Imx I < r> x {I y - 9 I < 4sl x {I zh I 6 64, 
x = (xl ,..., xk) mod 27r, Y = (Yl Y-9Y.d .z = (&l ,a**, Ql), 
with corresponding system of d$%rential equations 
* = h,(Y), j = 0, .zt+ = 522, ) f- = -Pz- . 
Assume h is quadratic in y and that $‘J is chosen such that h,(9) = w where the 
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components of w are rationally independent and satisfy (l-8). &ppose h;i 
exists and for some positive constant 19, 
I hii; I< l/4 
where 1 h$ 1 = max,,~)(h$,,,~ j. Furthermore, 9 is a constant 1 x 1 matrix 
satisfying the positivity condition (l-3) with p replaced by 2t.~ In addition, 
USSUW 
(i) r < 24( 1/3)6, 
(ii) s = S2*” with A = (2h + 3)2 + 1 
where S is any positive r al number satisfying the inequalities 
with 
S-l > max(26, 24/r, 300C,2Co, 300C22Co , S/p, 16/19,4/P} (6) 
Cl = 4*((k + 1)/e)“+‘, c, = 211/2//l 
C, = I i-i’ I + I h,, I + 36. 
Then, the invariant orus y = 9, z = 0 may be continued analytically under 
any ss.@ciently small real analytic perturbation fthe Hamiltonian, 
.@‘(x,Y, 4 = h(y) + <x ,522,) + H(x,Y, 4 
where His real analytic, periodic nx, and j H 1 < M 3 S72n = sllol, 01 = 7/18, 
in the domain LB. Indeed, there xists a real analyticfunction %‘:Tk -+ T” x Rk+2z 
such that the continued torus is represented by an embedding 
6% Y> z+ > z-) = q.3 
and the flow on the torus is given by $ = w. 
We show how the above theorem implies that the invariant tori y = 9, 
p = 0, q = 0 of the system afforded by &‘(x, y,p, q) for which w(j) = 
F,(y, 0,O) satisfies (l-8) survive perturbation. Let such a 9 be given. Pick s 
and r so that the domain 
is contained in B’. Find a positive number 0 so that j qi( y, 0, O)] < l/0 
and then choose r and s even smaller to satisfy the quantitative conditions (i) 
and (ii) of the theorem. 
The crucial hypothesis concerning the magnitude of H in 9’ may now be 
formulated. It is required that H be O(P/‘) in 9’; i.e., if I H 1 < M in 9 
then M/98/7 < c* for some positive constant c*. 
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Expand the function F(y, p, Q) of the perturbed Hamiltonian 
X(x, Yf P, Q) = JTY> P, Q) + f% Y, P, 4) 
in a power series about the point (9, 0,O). Since H = U(P/‘) we may combine 
all terms of the expansion which are Os(/ y - 9 1 + / p j + ) 4 I) with the 
perturbation H(x, y, p, Q). Therefore, 
WX>Y, P, 4) = (W,Y - 9) + WKY - S,G/(P> 0, WY - 9)) 
+ (P, QPP> + &x, Y, P, d 
= 4~) 4 <P, QPP> + fib, Y, P, d (7) 
where h(y) is quadratic in y, Q is the constant 21 x 21 matrix F,,@, 0, 0), 
and A = 0(P/7). In addition, the eigenvalues of Q have nonzero real part. 
It remains to show that the term (p, Qp) in the Hamiltonian (7) can be 
reduced to the form given in the theorem by a canonical transformation. The
existence of such a transformation isassured by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let 
Wx, Y, P, 4) = h(y) + WKP~ Q~P> + (~3 QIZQ) 
+ WW7, Qsd + Wx, Y, P> 4) 
be a Hamiltonian with conjugate variables (x, y) and (p, q) and suppose the 
eigenvalues of the matrix JQ, 
do not lie on the imaginary axis. Then, there xists a coordinate ransformation 
L: (-5 Y, z+ > z-) -+ (x, y, p, q) such that X becomes 
-qx, Y, z+ 9 x) = h(y) + (z- , Qz+) + Hl(x, Y, z+ , z-) 
where xi = (Q ,..., z*,) and l2 is a constant I x 1 matrix satisfying (l-3). 
Proof. (i) It suffices tofind a symplectic matrix T such that 
and the eigenvalues of fi have positive real part. (A matrix T is said to be 
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symplectic if TT JT = J.) Then, the transformation fthe z-variables may be 
defined as the composition of two canonical inear transformations L, o Ll . 
Specifically, 
L,: (“9) = T (3 
and 
L,: (5;) = w__o_ Cz) 
(I ) 0 (W’>-1 
where W is an 1 x 1 matrix such that 9 = W-law is the real Jordan form 
of fi having a small positive number 6 on the second super diagonal. The 
(CC, y) variables remain unchanged. Under such a transformation the 
Hamiltonian &+ becomes 
wx, Y, z+ 3 z-1 
with 
and 
Moreover, if 
= H(x, Y, T% 
WY) + <x- 9 Qz+) + fJl(% Y, z+ 9 x-) 
z =(x+,x-). 
2~’ = min{Re h [ h is an eigenvalue of a) 
then for any complex vector y # 0, 
My, QY> 2 %‘I Y I2 - O(S)1 Y I2 
and a sufficiently small choice of S insures the existence of a ,u > 0 such that 
Wy, QY> > 2~1 Y 12. 
(ii) We show how to construct he symplectic matrix T. It is possible to 
achieve, for some T, possibly not symplectic, 
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where the eigenvalues of M have positive real part and those of N have 
negative real part. Clearly, T is defined up to a matrix 
and the strategy is to choose a suitable W so that T W is symplectic. 
Let A = JQ with 
The observation that Q is symmetric yields the identity 
AT = QJ’ = -QJ = JAJ. 
Therefore, there are two expressions for AT, namely, 
AT z.z JAJ = -JAJ-’ = - JT 
and 
WT. 
Subtracting them gives 
(TTJT) ” 
t 0 
which may be solved for 
One obtains the relations 
Z,,M + MTZl, = 0 
Z,,N + NT.&,, = 0 
Z,,M + NTZ,, = 0 
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and 
Z,,N + MT.&, = 0. 
The results of [5] imply Z,, = 0, 2,s = 0 which together with the fact 
ZT = -2 yields 
0 Zl‘z 
T’JT= -- 
i I -z,i 0 
If T is replaced by TW where 
Wll 0 
w= -- 
( I 0 ws, i 
then the previous equation becomes 
0 
(TW)‘J(TW) = 
-(wGZ12w2z)T 
Since 
det2 Z12 = (- l)z det J dets T # 0 
the matrix Z,, is invertible and therefore choosing W,, = I and W,, = ZG’ 
one has 
VWTJP”W = J 
i.e., TW is symplectic which is what we wanted to achieve. 
Assuming T is now symplectic, Eq. (8) becomes 
so that M = -NT. Q.E.D. 
Applying the lemma to the Hamiltonian (7) one sees that it may be trans- 
formed into 
where (x, y, x+ , - z ) belongs to the complex domain 
{I Im x / < r} x {I y - 5 I < 4s) X {I x* I G 6l(TW 14. 
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If I(TF)-1 / > 1 we further restrict (x, y, z+ , z-) to 
while if 1 (TT)-l 1 < 1 we must take s smaller to insure that fi is analytic 
in the entire domain. Moreover, Sz is a constant matrix satisfying (l-3) and 
fi = @(PJ/r). The existence of hii is a consequence of the assumption 
det FV,(9, 0,O) # 0 in 9’. 
Although Theorem 4 requires 1 fi I < M = sl*/’ the proof is still valid 
provided the hypothesis is altered slightly. Indeed, if 1 i? I < M and 
M/98/7 < e then it suffices to add the condition 
s-1 > e 
and replace (1 by (1 + 1. 
Therefore, the theorem as modified above applies and we conclude that the 
torus y = 9, p = 0, q = 0 is continuable. 
d. This part is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4. The lemma below 
furnishes the building blocks for the construction of the embedding. Its proof 
is postponed until the next section. 
LEMMA 2. Let 
W% Y, 4 = h(Y) + <z- , w? Y)Z+) + H(% Y, 4 
x = (xl ,..., xk) mod 27r, Y = (Yl YVYk), a = (Ql ,-*a> Ql) 
be a Hamiltonian which is real analytic in a complex domain 
Assume Jo is chosen such that the components of w = hy(9) are rationally 
independent and satisfy the irrationality condition (l-8). Suppose hii exists and 
that for some positive constants 0,0: 
I h;: I < l/e and 1 h,,, I < 0 in 9 with s@ < e/4. 
In addition, Q(x, y) is an 1 x 1 matrix satisfying (l-3) and I 9(x, y)l is bounded 
above. 
Consider the complex domain 
g+: {I Im 5‘ I< r+> x iI 7 - 7” I < 4s+> x {I 5k I < es+) 
where Y+ < r and S+ < s. Choose a 6 in the interval 0 < S < (1/6)(r - r+) 
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satisfying the inequalities (6) and then require s = Szsn. (This S needn’t be the 
same one chosen in the statement of the theorem.) Suppose H(x, y, z) is su$iciently 
small in 9; i.e., 1H 1 < M = S72n so that s = M”, 01 = 7118. Finally, let 
M+ = Ml+e, /3 = l/6, and pick s+ = M+a. Then, there exists a real analytic 
canonical transformation T: 9+ + $* C 9, 
$,:{IImxI <r-55! X{ly-93’1 <s> X{Iz*I <4 
such that X is transformed into 
%E, ?I, 0 = g(rl) + <5+ > .r”l(& d-> + W> rl, 5) 
where 
(1) 3 may be chosen such that g,(4) = w, 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
g--h1 <Ming, 
G(5, rl, 0 d M+ in B+, 
J?--Qj < Ma12in9, 
T - id / < Ma, and 
(a(~, Y, WG5 ‘I, 5)) - 1 I d M”/2 wit/t (x, y, 4 = T(5, ‘I, 0
Our goal is to construct he real analytic embedding from a complex 
submanifold 
LSm: {I Im x I < r/2} x {y = c} x {x* = 0}, c a real constant k-vector, 
into 9. The embedding f& will be obtained as an infinite composition of 
transformations 
where the domains 9, of aV shrink to the k-dimensional submanifold 9, . 
The variables in9” will be denoted by (xv , yy , z,). This technique is due to 
Kolmogorov and the proof presented is a generalization of his approach. 
The construction isdesigned in such a way that the vector fields V(w,), 
W” = (XY 9 Y” 7 x,) E 9” afforded by Z? D ‘??JV on LBh, converge uniformly in 
Bm to 
v,= “0. 
0 0 
Observe that the system of differential equations 
243, = em, WC0 = @.a , c, 0) 
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has Im X, = const as a family of invariant tori with flow x,Jt) = wt + ~~(0). 
We intend to show that %(~~(t), c, 0) satisfies the system of differential 
equations associated with &‘(x, y, a). The image under S of the real torus 
Im x, = 0 is the desired continuation. 
We denote the given perturbed Hamiltonian by X = X0 and by SP the 
Hamiltonian obtained by the coordinate transformation Tl, etc. Hence, SP 
is transformed by TV+, into sP+~ and So by Tl 0 ... oTV+, into ~Pfl. It is 
important for the following proof to precisely describe the domains BV of the 
transformations TV . 
Initially, we start with the given Hamiltonian 
so@0 9 yo , x0) = hO(Yo) + <%- , Q(O)zo+) + Ho@0 , yo , zo) 
defined in the domain 
where 
(4 bVo) = w, 
(ii) r. < 24(1/3)g, 
(iii) So is defined by conditions (6), 
(iv) so = Sis^, n = (2k + 3)s + 1, 
(v) j HO I < MO = sp = si2*, a = 7/18, and 
(vi) /(J&J1 j < 8-l in go . 
Using Lemma 2, we construct inductively a sequence of coordinate trans- 
formations TV on domains 9” whose ranges are contained in 9V...1; i.e., 
The domains .SBV are described by 
where 
(vii) TV = (r,/Wl + l/(v + I>>, 
(viii) s, = Mva, 01 = 7/M, v z 0, 
(ix) M,, = Mg?‘, B = W, v 3 0, and 
(x) s,+l = s:+p. 
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Moreover, in 3, the Hamiltonian X0 is transformed into 
fl(% 9 YY ,%) = KY,) + <%- , Q(“)Z,+) + H”(% , yy , 5) 
where 
(4 f$,(kJ = w, 
(b) 1 hY+l - h” 1 < M, in .9”, 
(4 I p I < Mu in %, 
(d) 1 Q(‘+‘) - d”’ I < MariB in 9 
1 TV - id j < M;, 
Y “1 
(e) 
and if TV’ is the Jacobian of T,, with respect o (xy , yy , z,) then 
(f) I TV’ -I I < M,“‘” 
Such a construction ispossible if all the conditions ofLemma 2 are satisfied 
for each v which we proceed to verify. 
By hypothesis there exists aconstant 0such that ](A:,)-r I < l/0. It follows 
from (b) that 
v-1 
I hY - ho j < 1 Mi in 9++r 
i=O 
implying 
v-l 
2 %ZO 3 < 2 “2 6, < 2 “fl sy < 26, & < 46, < min{& P} 
z i=O i=O 0 
we deduce from Lemma 5 that 
l(h&,J1 I< W in % for all v > 0. 
Using (b) one has 
which shows that the conditions on hv are satisfied. 
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The positivity condition on the matrices Q(y)(xy , y) is fulfilled for all 
v 3 0 i.e., Re(y, G’)(x, , yJy) > ~1 y 12, y # 0 which is a consequence of 
(d) and the estimate 
The quantitative restriction upon the size of 9” i.e., 
must be maintained for all v. The statement is verified by induction. By 
hypothesis, So< do. If 6, < A, then 
and 
6 - S(‘+@ < A(l+@ = (A~+B/A,+,) . A,+l v+l - Y Y 
(Af+“/A,+,) = (A,/A,+,) A,” < 30; < 3A;/6 = 3(~,/24)l/~ < 1 
which gives S,,+l < A,, . 
The remaining quantitative r quirements of the lemma are seen to be 
satisfied by inspection. 
We have now shown how to construct the sequence of transformations TV
inductively and therefore assertions (a)-(f) are valid for all v > 0. As v -+ co 
the domains 59” shrink to the submanifold 
9,: (I Im x, I < r,/2} x {ym = im> x {z, = 0} 
and the transformations 
with their derivatives 
~‘,‘=T,‘oT,‘o...oT,‘:~,~~~ 
converge uniformly to an embedding 
ea:e9,+90. 
The uniform convergence of %‘, and a’,’ follows immediately from the 
estimates 
1 TV - id 1 < Mvd, 1 T,,‘--II < M;‘2 
and the rapid convergence of the sequence (Mt}j’f~o to zero. The embedding 
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??/‘, isreal analytic n9, since it is the uniform limit of real analytic functions. 
The next step in the proof is to examine the vector fields afforded by the 
Hamiltonians @ on 9. To abbreviate he notation, let 
eJ = V”(W,), W” = 6% 9 YY 3 %) E 9” 
be the system of differential equations afforded by @ on 9, . Specifically, 
V,(w,) is the 2k + 21 vector 
%JY”) + (WYYK% > Q%” > YY) %+> + fc/,(% >YY 7 4 - 
-w%><~“- > Q%” 9 YJ %+) - fc& 9 YY 3 4 
V”(W”> =
: 
J-w% > YY) %+ + K-(% ? Y” I 4 
-Q’“‘fjx, 7 Y”) %- - ffZy+(% 9YY ? %>- 
and we define 
The transformation a”(,: 52” + 3’s is canonical. Thus, if w”(t) is a solution 
of ti, = VJw,) then w,,(t) = @“w,(t) satisfies ti, = V,(w,). If wJt) is the 
solution of ti, = Vm(wm) with Im w-(t) = 0 then we claim eawm(t) satisfies 
tit, = V,(w,). The desired continuation fthe unperturbed torus 
with flow 
is just %,Jw,Jt)). We apply Lemma 9. From (a)-(d) we have 
1 av,jaw, 1 < const, 
and one readily verifies 
1 V, - V, j < Cod,,, = Co distance (gV+l , 39”) 
= G ma4 rv - rv+l I,61 s, - s,+l I>- 
It now follows from the lemma that em(wm(t)) = &.&wt + xm(0), ya,, 0) 
is a solution of ti, = V,(w,). In particular, if soot is the flow afforded by 
tie = V,(w,) then @‘,(wt, +xJO), yrn , 0) = @ot(%m(x,(0), 9m , 0)). Q.E.D. 
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e. A consequence of the uniform convergence of the transformations 9PV 
in CBV is that the continued torus still exists even if the perturbation term in 
Theorem 4, H(x, y, a), depends continuously upon a parameter Ebelonging to 
some domain 1 E 1 < E,, .Of course, one now obtains a family of continued ’
tori depending upon E. In particular, if the perturbation isof the special form 
EH(x, y, a; 6) where H is real analytic in x, y, z and E then its magnitude is 
controlled by restricting E. Hence, the smallness condition of Theorem 4 
is expressed by saying E is s$iciently small. 
The continued torus was described by an embedding +YW. One may 
extend @, canonically to an entire neighborhood of the torus. Moreover, 
if such an extension is denoted by 
then it is possible to achieve 
The principal result is formulated in the subsequent lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Let %‘, be the real analytic embedding of a real k dimensional 
torus into Tk x Iwk+sl constructed in Theorem 4 where the projection of %m 
onto Tk is of rank k. In addition, a, is the unsform limit of real analytic anonical 
transformations SV on complex domains gV which shrink to a neighborhood 
Bm: {I Im 5 I d r>, E = (51 ,..., &) mod 27r of the given torus Im 4 = 0 in a 
complex submansfold. Moreover, the aV are close to the identity and I@,, %!,,I 
exists where @r!,’ isthe Jacobian of eV . Furthermore, z.. (x, y, x+ , z-) denotes the 
coordinates of Tk x Iwk+2z then assume the di&rentialform 
p = dx A dy + dz+ A dx- 
vanishes on the embedded torus. Then, there exists a real analytic canonical 
extension & of @!, to a 2k + 21 dimensional neighborhood of the torus such that 
the normal derivatives of Q on the torus i.e., the coe&ents of its linear part 
(ulj), 1 < i < 4, 1 < j < 3 agree with the entries of lim,,,(%YV/8(yy , a,)) 
where (xy , yy , zV) are the coordinates of BV . 
Remark. Although lirnveW %,, = %a is not a coordinate transformation 
since 53” ---f B- , a submanifold of Tk x IWk+2z , we still have information 
about the linearized bundle on the embedded torus %,Jf) because lim,,, eV’ 
exists. 
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Proof. The proof is divided into two parts. First we introduce canonical 
coordinates sothat the embedded torus has a simple representation. Then, 
the extension of 4Y!, is constructed. 
(i) Suppose the embedding @!, has the representation 
x =f(& Y = do, z+ = hi(t), 5 E Tk 
where f, g, h+ are real analytic in ~3~ . Since theeprojection of 4Voo n Tk has 
rank k, the first of these equations may be inverted for f as a function of x i.e., 
6 = F(x). Thus, th ey and z coordinates ofthe torus may be expressed as 
Y = e% z+ = $w z- = x(x) 
with $, I,/J, andx real analytic. The condition that fi vanish on the torus means 
or 
dx A d+(x) + d+(x) A dx(x) = 0 
implying 
h&4 + sXA(4 h,(x) =g (4 K 
for some function W(X) whose derivatives are periodic in x. Define implicitly 
a real analytic coordinate transformation from a 2k + 21 dimensional neigh- 
borhood N of the torus Im [ = 0 into Tk x Rk+2z by means of a generating 
function 
9(x, % ai- > 5-j = I? FKW 71K + i @,A - ?w))(L + XA(X)) + W(x) (9) 
where (%, 7, 5, , 5-), 77 = (Q ,..., qk), &t = (& ,..., 5%~) are the coordinates 
of A”. It is readily verified that the transformation afforded by 9’ coincides 
with %‘, for q = 0, 4 = 0. Therefore, 9’ provides a canonical change of 
coordinates and in these new coordinates the embedded torus has the simple 
representation 
Making use of the new coordinates we now consider the embedding 
4,: Tk-t Tk x Rk+21 to be given by 
x = I, y = 0, z = 0. 
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(ii) We proceed to construct the desired extension of %‘, . Let 
x = &5’, 7’9 5’) 
y = 5&r, 7’9 5’) 
z + = $q’, 7’,5’) 
z- = x(5’, rl’, 5’) 
denote a transformation G2” where (p, T’, 5’) are the coordinates of9,, and the 
subscript v has been suppressed for simplicity. Since 42” is close to the 
identity map, the determinant of the Jacobian a(0, #)/a((, 5,) is nonzero and 
we may use the implicit function theorem to express eV implicitly as
‘c = a(x, 7’9 z+ , t-7 
Y = & 7’9 z+ , 5-7 
5’+ = c+(x, 7’, z+ , 5-y 
.-z- = c-(x, 7’, z+ , L’) 
where a, b, and cf are real analytic. Equation (10) represents a canonical 
transformation a d therefore, there exists a real analytic scalar function 
?P(x, 7’, a+ , [-‘) such that 
CJ’ = 4% 7]‘, z+, 5-l) = W?(x, 7j, z+ ) L’) 
Y = b(x, 7’3 z+ , 5-7 = Wcc”(X, 7’, z+ ) L’) 
5+’ = C+(% 7’9 z+ , 5-y = Q(x, 7’, z+ ) L’) 
x- = c-(x, 7’9 x+ , 5-7 = wll’+(x, q’z+ ) L’). 
It is a consequence of the implicit function theorem that all the derivatives 
of WY up to second order with respect o v’, z+ , 5-l are expressible asrational 
combinations of the components of %PV and q,‘. Therefore, the uniform 
convergence of 92” and 92”’ in ~3~ implies that these derivatives of WY at 
?)I = z, = [-’ = 0 converge uniformly in ~23~ to real analytic periodic 
functions of x. Hence, one can define a generating function ma in a neigh- 
borhood N of the submanifold 3m by 
W?’ = li+i(W$, 77+ Wi+z+ + w;L[-), etc. 
where Wt2) contains terms corresponding to the second derivatives and 
(I, 7, 5) are the coordinates ofM. 
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In Section 3, it will be evident that our iterative technique enables us to 
control all the terms up to second order in the power series expansion of 
P(x, , yy , x,) as a function of (yy , x,). This implies that the coefficients of
terms of degree <2 in the power series expansion of wY(x, T’, x+ , Z;-‘) as 
a function of (T’, z+ , [-‘) are the crucial ones. Therefore, if &,, is the sequence 
of transformations obtained by truncating the WV to remove all terms which 
are U,( 17’ 1 + / x+ 1 + 1 {-’ 1) then gV -+ a!, and gVy’ + Q in 58, . Moreover, 
letting LVv = W,“’ + WY” + WV (” be the above truncation, the equation for 
the transformation of the y-coordinates of gV is 
y = awpx = wi;’ + U,(7)‘, z+ )t;-‘) 
which reduces on y = z = 0 to 
0 = w$ + U,(7)‘, L’) 
implying limv+m W,(z) = 0. Hence, modulo a constant, all the coefficients of
l@ converge to those of l@lm and thus mm gives rise to an extension %! of 4, 
defined in ..N. Because a’, has a simple representation in the coordinates 
chosen in part (i), we even deduce 
W” = (x, y> + w$. 
Furthermore, the linear part of % is completely determined by W$) and 
therefore, by construction, the coefficient of its linear part is Q. Hence, 4 
is the desired extension. Q.E.D. 
In order to apply the lemma, we must check that the differential form 
/3 = dx A dy + dz, A dx- vanishes on the continued torus. It is known that /3 
remains invariant under canonical transformations [16] and therefore, it is 
preserved under the successive approximations @‘, . Clearly, fi vanishes on 
the manifolds y, = jy , z, =i; 0. But then /3 vanishes on the respective images 
which are the approximations to the continued torus ‘%!,(f, grn , 0). We 
conclude /3 vanishes on %?‘,(E, $m , 0). Hence, 4, may be extended to a 
transformation 4?/ of an entire neighborhood of Im LJ = 0 so that the normal 
derivatives of @ on the continued torus agree with the appropriate entries of 
lim,+m(W~(ry ,4). 
The conclusion of Theorem 4 may now be stated in terms of the 
Hamiltonian system of differential equations afforded by 2. Under the same 
hypotheses, we again study the effect of a real analytic perturbation on the 
Hamiltonian h(y) + (z... , Szz,), i.e., 
X(x, y, 4 = h(Y) + <z- , Qz+> + ax, y, 4. (11) 
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For each 9 such that h,(9) = ~(9) satisfies (l-8) the invariant torus y = 9 
is continuable. Moreover, there exists a canonical change of coordinates 
@(E, 7, 5) such that the continued torus is given by 
with 8 = w, 6 = (fi ,..., &) mod 25~ and the matrix of normal derivatives of
@ on the torus is just lim,,,(&?‘,/~(y, , x,)). Recall that @ is the limit in 
a neighborhood of N of the submanifold .9a of the sequence of transforma- 
tions gV . It will be clear from the proof of the inductive lemma that 
with LrcV) a constant K x li matrix and M, converging rapidly to zero on 
9Y(4, 0,O) as v -+ co. We conclude 
and that the corresponding system of differential equations for (11) becomes 
g=oJ+n7, + f(f) %5) 
7j= AL rl,o 
%+ = J-q?, $1, + h,(f) ‘I, 5) 
%- = -fqt, d5- + u5 7, 5) 
where n is a constant K x k matrix, !S(e, 7) satisfies (l-3)) and f, g, PI+ =
01 rl I2 + I 5 1”). 
We make one further change in notation to make our statement clearer 
conceptually. In the previous analysis, pecial coordinates were introduced 
so that the continuation f the torus y = 5, z = 0 was given by 
X i) E Y = ?2!,(5,0,0) = 0 . x !) 0 
To distinguish between the continuations ofdifferent tori, one could have 
introduced coordinates sothat 
X 0 t Y =%,&c,~,O)= 3, +=9m, x 0 0 
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is a distinct representation for each continued torus. The analysis given in 
Lemma 3 insures the existence of such coordinates provided we replace Q
by 77. - +z, in (9) and then expand W” in powers of Q’ - ei,‘, Z+ , c-’ in the 
construction fthe extension +P of @!, . Therefore, one has the following 
alternate formulation of Theorem 4. Under the same hypothesis, there xists a 
canonical change of coordinates 42((, 7, 4) such that the continued torus is 
represented by @([, 3,O) and the HamiZtonian (11) becomes 
where II is a constant k x k matrix and sZ(t, 7) satisfies (l-3). Moreover, the 
corresponding system of dazeerential equations becomes, 
i = w + m - 3) + f Gt, ‘I, 0 
.q= kG5 79 5) 
%+ = J-w, TK+ + h+(S, ~5) 
%- = -@(it, d5- + h-(6, v, 0 
withf,g,h~=~O,(lrl-~l+lll).Th P e revious tatement clearly demon- 
strates that the hyperbolic structure associated with the torus y = 5, z = 0 is 
preserved under a suficiently small real analytic perturbation. 
3. THE INDUCTIVE LEMMA 
We now present he proof of Lemma 2. 
a. Our first objective is to rearrange the terms in X(x, y, Z) so that the 
mean value of the perturbation iszero for z = 0. This is accomplished by 
writing 2 as 
where 
~(x,Y, 4 = h(y) + [ffldy, 0)+ <z.- , QR(x,yk+) 
+ W(x, Y, 4 - [Hld~, ON 
We (Y, 0) = H(x, Y, 0) dx 
and introducing the notation 
h*(Y) = h(Y) + F%(Y~ 0) 
H*(x, Y, 4 = H(x, Y, 4 - [Hlcd~, 0) 
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so that .z? takes the form 
qx, Y, 4 = h*(Y) + <x- ,Q(% Yk+) +ff*(x, Y, 4.
Although H* has the desired property, i.e., [H*]&v, 0) = 0, it is no longer 
true that w = by*(p). This is rectified by solving the equation 
w = b*(Y) = h,(Y) + wY>wlz(Y~ 0) (1) 
in the domain { 1 y - j ] < s}. Writing (1) as 
0 = v%(Y) - 4 + (~l~Y>wlz(Y~ 0) 
we apply Lemma 10 which requires that the condition 
A = s sup 1 h,,, 1 + sup 
l&I<S I&l<8 
~+l.(Y,o)~ +fl+l,(jwI <; 
(2) 
be satisfied. Cauchy’s integral formula for analytic functions gives the estimate 
sup 
I&l<. 
16 m (Y, 0) I < $f = 281an 
Therefore, 
A < se + 4Pn < (e/4) + s 
and the hypothesis S < 13/16 gives A < 812. Thus, there exists ay* belonging 
to (1 y - j ] < S} such that 
h,*(y*) = w. 
Henceforth, we consider 
X(x, y, 4 = h*(Y) + (z- , fJ(x, Y)Z+) + H*(x, Y9 4 
in the domain 
(9 g* C 9, 
(ii) h,*(y*) = W, 
(iii) [H*],(y, 0) = 0, 
(iv) 1 h - h* 1 < M in 9. 
5,=5/15/I-3 
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It is a consequence of Lemma 5 that 
(v) j(h,*,)-l j < (l/e){ 1 + 2(2)1/2 Pn} provided (2)112 SE4 < min{l/2,8} 
which is assured by the hypothesis on 6, and the fact that (1 y - y* 1 < 2s) 
c {I y - 9 I < 3s). 
b. Next, we construct a canonical coordinate transformation T from the 
complex domain 
g+: Cl Im E I < r+> x {I rl - 3 I < 4s+) x {I L I d 6s+) 
into 
9,: {I Im x I < r - 58) x {I y - y* I < 4 x {I zh I < s) 
with 3 = y*. One determines T implicitly by means of a scalar generating 
function 
y”(x> ‘I? x+ ,5-J = <x, q> + (x, , L) + S(x, 7, z+ ) g-). 
The success of the entire proof hinges upon a clever choice of S. After much 
calculation, the defining relation for S was taken to be 
i=O 
where the H*ti) are the homogeneous parts of degree i in the Taylor series 
expansion of H*(x, 7, z+ , [J in (z+ , [-) and 8 is the scalar operator 
xf=, wK(a/&v,). The preceding definition of S was chosen because it decreases 
the magnitude of the new error term G([, 7, 4) in 9+ and still gives rise to 
functional equations which are solvable by known methods. Although (3) 
can be satisfied by many functions, we shall require S to have the special form 
with B and C row l-vectors and D and F symmetric 1 x 1 matrices. The 
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absence of the mixed terms in (4) involving both z+ and c- is crucial. We find 
that A, B, C, D, F, and fi satisfy the functional equations 
aA@, d + H*(x, ‘I, (40) = 0, (5) 
aB(x, rl) + B(x, 7) Q(x, 4 + HZ*+@, v,O, 0) = 0, (6) 
W% 7) - q-6 7) @(X, 7) + fm, 77, 0, 0) = 0, (7) 
aD(x, T) + D(x, 7) i2(x, 7) + -Q’(x, 7) D(G rl) + %+z+(% ‘19 o,o) = 0, (8) 
aF(x, v) - F(x, 17) @(x, 7) - i&x, q)F(x, rl) + f%(x, ‘19 (40) = 0, (9) 
Cauchy’s integral formula gives the estimates 
in the domain {I Im x I < Y} x (1 7 - 3 I < 2s). Observe that the solution 
of (5) is unique if we require [A(%, T)]~ = 0. Using Lemma 13, Lemma 7 
and the corollary to Lemma 6 which are applied to Eq. (5), Eqs. (6)-(7), and 
Eqs. (8)-(9), respectively, we deduce the existence and uniqueness of solutions 
to these functional equations in 
{IImxI Gr-26) x(/q--$1 62s) 
satisfying the estimates 
I A@, $1 < ClM6-(2”+1’ 
I B@, 4 G C264 M/s 
I Cb 41 G GW M/s 
I D(x, $1 < U-4 M/s2 
and 
In addition, 
I F(x, 4 < C2W MIs2. 
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and 
Cl = 4”C&, Co = (@ + 1)/e)“+‘, c, = 2liQ. 
The value of C, is calculated from the proof of Lemma 6. In the sequel, the 
constants Cs , C, , C, , depend upon 6 but they are all bounded by 6-“. 
For illustration, thesolution to Eq. (6) is constructed in the following 
section. The same technique is used in Lemma 7 and can be applied to 
Eqs. (7)-(g) individually. 
The derivatives ofS satisfy the estimates 
in the domain 
{I Imx I < y - 36) x {I rl - ;j I d 4 x (I x+ I G 6s) x {I L I < 6s) 
with 
C, = .5S-(2k+2) max{C, , C,}. 
We defer checking that T maps g+ into &.+ until Section 3e but it is plain that 
j T - id 1 < C,M/s < PA 844A < Ma. 
c. We present a partial discussion of the solution of the linear functional 
Eqs (6)-(g) by considering (6) which we rewrite as 
cm(x) + B(x) Q(x) = F(x) (11) 
since 7 only enters as a parameter. The hypotheses are that F(x) is real 
analytic in the strip &: {I Im x 1 < Y} and that Q(X) satisfies (l-3) with p 
replaced by 2~. Then, Eq. (11) p ossesses a solution B(x) which is real analytic 
in Z,. . Moreover, one obtains the estimate 
sup I %)I < ; sr”p 1F(x)1 
=r 7 
for some constant c > 0. 
Proceding with the construction fa solution, we note that the charac- 
teristics of the linear partial differential Eq.(11) are defined by 
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and they remain in .Z’r for all t. On the characteristics, Eq. (11) becomes 
dB/dt + BQ(k(t)) = %W) (12) 
and the general solution of (12) is represented by
where /!I is the fundamental solution of the homogeneous equation 
dB/dt + BlJ(&t)) = 0 
satisfying&~, T) = I. The particular solution which remains bounded on each 
characteristic (t) as t + --co is 
B(W) = j t F(t(T’)) i@, 7’) dT’. 
7 
This is a consequence of the relation 
ap/aT - qT)p = o 
and the assumption (l-3) which imply 
(1/2@/aT) tr(fl*f% T) = t@*(afi/aT))(t> T) 
= t@*QP>(t, T) 2 p tr(P*le)(t, T> 
where j3* = @)r; thus 
tr@*p)(t, T) < C2 e-2u(t-T), T < t, c2 = I 
so that 
showing B(f) is bounded for all real t,< 0. 
Although we have found a solution B(&t)) of (11) along each characteristic 
t(t), it remains to produce a solution B(x) for any given x E Z: . Given x E Z,. , 
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then t(t) = wt + x is the unique characteristic su h that S(O) = x. Since 
B(wt + x) = B(.$t)) = St F(wT’ + x) p(t, T’) dT’, 
--m 
the desired solution is obtained by setting t = 0; i.e., 
B(x) = so F(wT’ + x) /3(0, T’) dr’. 
--co 
The integral converges uniformly in ZV and the real analyticity ofF implies 
that of B. The previous estimates show 
=P I B(x)1 d $ sip I WI. 
d. The present aim is to show that the transformed Hamiltonian g(!$, 7, 5) 
has the desired form 
g(v) + ct.- ,s^(f, d5+> + G(5, ‘19 5) 
and that the new error term satisfies 
I G(t, ~~01 < n/r, in g+. 
Under the coordinate transformation 
8(x, y, z) becomes 
qt, ‘I, 5) = h*(d + a-- , Qi1(5,4 5,) + as + (h*bd - W, sd 
+ [h*(y) - h*(7) - @,*(rl), &>I- <5- 9 &G de+ + J%-D 
- a- , Q&x + s, 9 7) - Q(X> 17)#+ w> 
+ <{L + &+>, Q(x, 71) z+> 
+ a- + &+I, P(x, ?+ s,> - Q(x, 17)) z+> 
+ [H*(x, 7 + $7 9 z+ , L + S,,) - H*(x, % z+ 7 5-N 
+ [H”(x, ‘I, z+ ,1-J - i H*‘% ‘I, z+ > L)] 
i=O 
+ f fJ*yx, 7, z+ , 5-I. 
i=O 
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Using the definition fS, the expression for 9 reduces to 
qt, 7795) = h”(v) + CL , m 4 t+> 
+ <h,*(rl) - w, &> + P*(Y) - h*(7) - <h,*M &c>l 
- a--, $4, + s, 9 7) - s^i(% rlw+ + %I> 
+ a- + &+L M? rl + &) - -Qn(% rl)) x+> 
+ [H*(? 77 + & , z+ 7 L + s,-> - H*(x, 7, z+ 9 5-I 
+ [H*(x, ‘I, z+ , s-> - i H*yx, 7, z+ , u] 
i=O 
= h*(q) + CL ,&5,d 5,) + G(~,Ts 5). 
Assuming (f,q, 6) E B+ , we proceed to estimate the terms in G(f, ‘I, 1) 
individually asfollows: The Mean Value Theorem implies 
I k/*(4 - w I = I h,*(d - h,*m < I h,*, ! ! rl - 3 I 
and since 1 h* - h 1 < M, 
I h,*, 1< j h,, 1 + 2kl/s2 = 1 h,, 1 + 2P” in 9* 
so that 
Thus, in 9+ 
I h,“(rl) - w I < 40 h,, I + Q+ * 
with 
and C, is a bound for 1 Q I + ( h,, 1 + 36. Similarly, inB+ 
I h*(y) - h*(rl) - <h,*(d, &>I 6 I h,* I I S, I2 d GM2. 
In estimating the next term, observe that 
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and in a similar fashion 
IW + &+>, P(% 71 +w - Q(% 77)) z+>l 
< (6s+ + C,(M/s)) 1Q / - l/s - CsM ~6s < C&k 
Using the Mean Value Theorem and the estimates 
I H,* I d M/s, jHz*_I <M/s in &.+ 
one has 
I H*(x, rl + Sz , 2, , L + &+) - H*(x, rl, z+ , L>I 
< I Hg* I I S, I + I Hz*_ II Sz+ I d WWs - M + M/s - M/s) 
< 2C3M(M/s2). 
The remaining term of G is estimated by applying Schwarz’ lemma in the 
domain 
which gives 
1 H*(x, 7, z+ , L) - i H*‘+, TJ, z+ , [J < M ( ‘(“+&i-‘i )“. 
i=O 
Our choice of s guarantees that the image of {I {+ 1 < 6s+} is contained in 
{I z+ 1 < 7s+). Indeed, 
and 
I x+ I G I 5, I + I S,- I G 6s+ + C,(W) 
We conclude, 
C,(M/s) < SP’P” < P3”/3 = s+ . 
H*(x, rl, z+ , 5-j - f H*Yx, ‘I, I+ , L) 1 < (7/6j3 M(s+/s)~. 
a’=0 
Collecting all estimates one finds 
I W, 7, 01 < WGs + 2(M/s2) + (7/6)3(s+/s)3} in 9+ 
with C, = 4C,. Recalling that s = Ma and s+ = M+~ we have 
1 G( 5,q, ()I < M{C5623” + 2W’ + (7/6)3 al*“} 
< M{a2’” + W” + 813A) < 3M6’3” < MS=’ = M’+B = M+ . 
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e, We now check that T maps 
B+: {I Im 4 I d I+} x {I ?I - 3 I < 4s+) x {I 5h I < 6s+> 
into 
@,:{IImxI <r--58} x{Iy-y*/ <s}X{IzhI <s}CS@*C9. 
First, we examine the mapping of the x variables. Since S(x, 7, z+ , [-) is 
real analytic, RkC @” is mapped into Rk by 
Plainly, 
f = x + s, . 
and therefore the condition I- I+ > 66 implies that (I Im [ I < r+} is 
mapped into {I Im x I < r - 56). 
The estimate 
Iv--YI <l&l GGM<s+ 
and the inequality 
IY--*I <lr-771+177-~1 <s++4s,=5s+, ?)=y* 
imply {I rl - 3 I < 4s+l is mapped into (I y - y* I < s} since 
5s+ < 56s < s. 
Finally, 
I x+ I < I 5, I + I SC- I =G 6s+ + C,(W) < 7s+ -c s 
SO that {I [+ I < 6s+} is mapped into { 1 z+ I < s}. Similarly {I l- I < 6,) is 
mapped into {I z- I < s} and hence, T maps 9+ into $* . 
f. Lastly, we estimate the Jacobian 
in B+ . The principal difficulty is that T is defined implicity and therefore itis 
necessary to invert Tin an appropriate domain. 
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First, the equations 
must be inverted. 
Recalling that 
in 
we apply Lemmas 11 and 12 to obtain 
in 
provided Cs(M/ss) < l/2 which is satisfied because of our choice of 6. 
Moreover, (3 is real analytic in 
and satisfies the estimates 
The remaining entries in the Jacobian I 8(x, y, z+ , x)/a(f, ‘I, 5, , <-) - I 1 
are easily estimated. In the sequel, it is assumed (x, y, z) E 9* and 
(5, ‘I, 5) E g+ . Pla%, 
ax 
I I 
a <2c, 
M < 2G M 
rl s(s - 4s+) ’ s(s - 6s+) ’ 
I I 
3 < 2G 
M 
I I 
3 < 2c, 
M 
a7 s(s - 4s+) ’ x- s(s - 6s+) - 
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Expressions for the partial derivatives ofy and z- are obtained formally from 
the relations 
Y = ?1 + &c(& ‘I, z+ ,5-h 
z- = L + Sz+(% 77, x+ , L). 
Each such partial derivative can be bounded using the preceding estimates; 
e.g., 
and thus 
wac, = s,+,(wx+) + s,+,+(az+/x+) 
Therefore, 
Q.E.D. 
4. THE INVARIANT MANIFOLDS 
a. We have been concerned with the continuability of the invariant tori 
y = 9, p = 0, 4 = 0 of the real analytic Hamiltonian system 
* = F,(Y, P, a), 
j = 0, 
P = F*(Y, P> 419 
4 = --FdY, P, d7 
(1) 
with Hamiltonian X(X, y, p, 4) = F(y, p, 4) where: 
FD(Y, 0, 0) = 0, F,(Y, 0, 0) = 0, 
det F,,(y, 0, 0) f 0, (2) 
the eigenvalues of JF,,(y, 0, 0), p = (p, 4) have nonzero real part, 
under a real analytic perturbation of the Hamiltonian. It was shown in 
Section 2a that for each 9 there exist wo unique (k + I)-dimensional real 
analytic invariant manifolds 
M+@> and M-(9) 
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upon which all orbits respectively eave and approach the torus y = j, 
p = 0, 4 = 0 tangentially at an exponential rate. Our goal is to prove that if 
the torus y = 3, p = 0, 4 = 0 is continuable then, M+(9) and M.Q) can 
also be continued and the continuations are real analytic. Moreover, the 
manifolds M+(Q) and IMP($) and their continuations are Lagrangian. The 
former result is formulated below while the latter is discussed in Section 4d. 
THEOREM 5. Consider the real analytic Hamiltonian 
mx, Y2 P, 4) = F(Y, P, 4) 
in a complex neighborhood of the 2k-dimensional real domain p = q = 0, 
y E Y where Y is an open set in Rk, x = (x1 ,..., xk) mod 27r, andp = (pI ,..., pJ, 
q = (e ,‘..I qs). Suppose F satisfies conditions (2) in the above domain. Then, if 
theinvariant torusy = y,p = 0, q = 0, of (1) is continuable under a su..ciently 
small real analytic perturbation f the Hamiltonian, the real analytic (k + l)- 
dimensional invariant manifolds M+(y) and M-( 9) associated with the torus also 
persist. The continuations of iW+(j) and M-(y) are unique and real analytic. 
Moreover, on these continuations all orbits respectively leave and approach the 
perturbed torus tangentially at an exponential rate. 
b. The results concerning the invariant manifolds M+(y) and M-(g) 
are most advantageously formulated from the point of view of a system of 
differential equations. In fact, our assertions inthis direction do not depend 
upon the Hamiltonian character of the problem being discussed in this paper. 
Therefore, we prove a more general result in Theorem 6 below and return to 
Theorem 5 later. 
One conclusion of the subsequent heorem is rather surprising. Itturns out 
that the angular frequency of the flow on the continuations ofM+(y) and 
M-(y) is the same as that of the flow on the continued torus. As we shall see, 
this phenomenon is intimately related to the analyticity ofthe continued 
manifolds. 
THEOREM 6. Consider the system of ds&ential equations 
ff=UJ + &, y, z; 4 
j = By + &x, y, T 4 
2, = A(% y; ++ + c$(x, Y, x; 4 
it- = C(x, y; E)Z- + EL-(X, y, x; e) 
X = (Xl ,..., Xk) InOd 277, Y = (Yl ,**vYk’) 
z - @+I ,***, z+J, +- z- = (z-, )..., z-p), 
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where 
(i) J”, g”, i;Lt = O~OY y = 0, z+ = 0, z- = 0; 
(ii) A, C, f, g”, h* are real analytic functions ofx, y, x in a neighborhood $ 
of the invariant torus y = 0, x+ = 0, z- = 0; 
(iii) Re<y, A@, Y; 4~) 3 PI Y I2 and R&y, C(x, Y; 4~) < -PI Y I2 for 
all complex vectors y # 0, for all x and y in 9, and some lo > 0; 
(iv) B has purely imaginary esgenvalues; 
(v) A and C and their$rst derivatives with respect tox and y are bounded 
inS2. 
Then, for E sz.@ciently small there is a neighborhood fthe torus y = 0, z+ = 0, 
X. = 0, independent of z, in which there xists unique real analytic k + 1 and 
k + I’ dimensional invariant manifolds M+(e) and M-(E) containing the torus. 
Solutions on M+(E) and M-(E) respectively 1 eave and approach the invariant 
torus y = 0, x+ = 0, z- = 0 tangentially at an exponential rate. Specifically, 
these manifolds are represented as 
/ 
x = 5 + u+(L 5+ ; c) 
M+(E): ’ = v+& 5+ ; 4 
z+ = 5+ 
z- = w+(k 5+ ; c> 
and 
where u + , v, , w+ are real analytic functions of (6, [+) and u- , v- , w- are 
real analytic functions of (4, [-). In addition u+ , v5 , w+ = 0 for e = 0, 
u+,v+,w+ = Ofor~+=O;andu~,v~,w~=Ofor~~=O.TheJEowon 
M+(E) is given by 
.g = w, %+ = ++Gs 5+; 45, 
whm Re(y, ++(f, 5+; E)Y) 2 PI y 12, Y # 0, P > p > 0, while the flow on 
M-(E) is described by
tj = w, %- = d-(-f, 5-G +Y- 
with WY, 4&L; +Y> < -PI Y 12, Y # 0, p > p > 0. 
Proof. We show the existence of M+(E). The proof for M-(E) is analogous, 
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To facilitate th caculations, we combine the y and x variables into one 
variable and assume the given system of differential equations is 
where 
A=W + f(X, z+ , x-i 4 
it+ = A(x, z-; 6)X+ + h+(x, z+ , x; c> (3) 
FL = D(x, z-; E)Z- + h-(x, z+ , x-; c) 
(i) Re(y, A(x, z-; E)Y) 2 fii y I2 for all complex vectors y # 0; 
(ii) D(x, .c;c) =($1 c(x 9 z- ;c) 
so that Re(y, D(x, z- ; E)Y) < 6 
for all complex vectors y # 0 and some arbitrarily small 6 > 0; and 
(iii) f, h+ = O(E). 
Our aim is to transform the given system of differential Eqs. (3) into a 
system 
g = OJ + @(5$5+, 5-i 4 
%+ = @(f, 5+ 9 5-i 4 
%- = w, 5+, 5-i 4 
satisfying 
(i) 0 = 0, Y = 0 on [- = 0 
(ii) @(5, 5,) 0; ~1 = C(5‘, 5+; cl<+ where Wy, W, 5+; +J> 3 PI Y 12, 
fi > p > 0, using a coordinate substitution of the form 
x = E + u(‘5, 5+; 6) 
z+= + 5 (4) 
z- = t- + v(& b+; c). 
Suppressing the dependence upon E for clarity, one obtains for u, v, on <- = 0 
the functional equations 
UP + u&+ = f (E + % 5, , 4, (5) 
ME, c+> - 45 + U? 4>5+ = A+(5 + u, 1+, 4, (6) 
vp + q++C+ - D(t + u, v)v = h-(5 + u, 5+ > 4. (7) 
Equations (5)-(7) will b e solved by the contraction principle. Sincef, 2, h”* 
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are real analytic in a neighborhood of the torus y = 0, z+ = 0, x = 0 there 
exists a complex domain 
3: {I Im x 1 d 2r) x (1 z+ I d 2r) x {I z- I d 3) 
x = (x1 ,..., x3 mod 2~, x - (x+1 t***, x+1), +- z- = (z-1 )...) z-(Jg+c’)) 
in whichf, g, h are real analytic. We seek a solution (u, V) of (5)-(7) where U, v 
belong to the class of functions F which are real analytic inthe strip 
&: {I Im 5 I < ~1 x {I 5, I < r> 
and such that u([, 0) = 0 f or all u E 9. A norm is defined on F by 
Convergence in the norm /I *I/ implies uniform convergence in the usual 
Euclidean norm supzVj .I since I u([, [+)I < rli u 11. It is well known that if 
a sequence of real analytic functions fn defined in a common domain ~3 
converges uniformly in 9 then the limit, f, is real analytic. Moreover, if 9’ 
contains the origin and f%(O) = 0 f or all 1z then f(0) = 0. Therefore, F is 
closed in the norm 11 .II. 
Equations (5)-(7) may b e re ar e g d d as a mapping T from the unit ball 
B: II w II = II 24 II + II ZJ II -=c 1, 
U 
w= 0 V’ UE9, VES 
into itself for E sufficiently small. The mapping 
is defined by 
u$J +ug+# 5+ 9u v> 5+ = f (t + U, 5, , V), (8) 
(4(E, 5,) u, v> - A([ + u, VI> 5, = A+(.! + u, t;+ 2v>, (9) 
v&J + v,+~(~, 5+ 3 u, v> 5+ - qs + UP V)v = h-(5 + UP 5,) 0(10) 
Equation (9) defines $([, 5, , U, V). Since U, V are considered known 
functions of (5, 5,) one can solve (8) and (10) for u, v in 9 using Lemma 6 
provided +(E, 5, , U, V) satisfies a positivity condition 
y # 0, p > 0. 
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This can be assured by choosing Esufficiently small since 
I $(4,5+, u, v - et + u, VI < II A+(6 + u, L , VII = W). 
Therefore, (8), (9), and (10) d e fi ne a mapping r on B which we claim is into B. 
It suffices toshow 11 u 11 + Ij w II < 1. For convenience, we combine (8) and 
(10) into one equation for w = (t), namely, 
WpJ + q+$(U, v> 5+ - E(f + u, VW = F(5 + u, 5+ , V) (11) 
where 
(i) C( U, V> = +(t, 5 , u, VI, 
(ii) E(& 5-j = ($1 D,p,_,)9 and I 
(iii) W, 5, , 5-I = (hf(:{~,~+‘,~j. 
Applying Lemma 6 to (12) with 6 = ~12 yields 
II w II < WP)llJv + u9 5+ 3 w, c = (K + k’ + ly2. 
We may make II F /I < 42~ by a suitable choice of E asf, h- = O(B). Therefore, 
with an appropriate s lection fE the mapping T is on B into B. 
Restricting the functions of .Pr to the strip 
&I~)~: iI Im f I < $3 X iI 5+ I d $3 
we claim T: B -+ B is a contraction in the norm 11 *II. The images of two 
arbitrary points W, w’ E B under r are defined by the equations 
and 
wp + w,+(u, V 5+ - EC5 0)~ 
= F(5 + u, 5,) v> + 6% + u, V - E(5, O>>w 
we’w + w&@K V> 5, - E(I, 0) w’ 
= F(f + U’, 5+ , V’) + {E(t + u’, v’) - E(& 0)) w’. 
Subtracting the second equation from the first gives 
w - w’)t w + (w - ~‘1~ +d(u’, v’) 5, - J-W, O)(w - w’) 
=F(5 + U, t+ , V> -F(g + u’, 5+, v’) + w~+WJ’, v’) -WJ, 0 5+ 
+ (E(5 + u, V) - E(& 0))~ - W(5 + u’, p> - E(5, ON w’. 
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The quantity /I w - w’ 11 is estimated by using Lemma 6. Observe that if 
P(% u, v)w = {E(x + f4 v) - E(% O)>w 
then 
I P(% u, w)w - p(x, u’, w’> w’ I 
d “Z,P I Pu I “lJ7P Iw I “zt,P Iu - 24’ I+ “ZP I P, I s;,p I w I stvp I 21 - ZJ’ I
+ s;,p I P I s;,p I w - w’ I. 
Denote the usual Euclidean norm supzv I . I by I . I and recall that if 11 w )I < 1 
then I w I < /I w lir < r. Thus, Lemma 6 yields in 2,. the estimate 
II w - w’ II G CWK Fz I II u - u’ II + IFa- III F’ - L” II 
+I~~+lI~~U’,~‘~-~(~,~>I+~l~sIII~--ll 
+~I~~~IlI~--‘l/+~(l~,l+/~~~I)Il~--’Il) 
or 
II w - w’ II G KwPY0 - GYP) r(l Kc I + I J%- I)>) * {I Fz I II u - u’ II 
+ IF,- III P’ - V’II + I WC+ I I NJ’, v> - +(U, V)l 
+ r I J% I II U - u’ II + r I Es-l II v - v,” II>. (12) 
It suffices to show the right hand side of (12) is O(r + l ) II W - IV’ )I. The 
only term which is not clearly O(Y + .z) II W - W’ II is 
Each factor is estimated separately. First, 
MU, v’) -W-L WC+ = {A(5 + u, Jq - A(f + u’, v’>)C+ 
+ h+(cf + u, 5+, v> - h+(5 + U’, 5+, V’) 
implying 
I gs(u’, JT - d(U q 
G y I 4 I II u - u’ II + r I AZ- I II v - v II + I h+* I II lJ - u’ II 
+ I h+z- III v - v’ll. 
Plainly, 
I+( U’, V’) - q4( U, V)( = O(r + 6) I( W - w’ (1 since A+ = 0(e). 
505/15/I-4 
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Second, considering U, V as known functions in Eq. (11) provides the a 
priori estimate 
in .Zr . Hence, if we restrict w to Zr,s then w( + can be estimated by 
I WC+ I G (4ClP) IlF II? (57 5,) E &z. . 
Thus, 
I WC+ I I C(U, V) - +(u, V>l < Oo(y + 6) II W - W II in ,&. 
In addition 
wt4 
(1 - 244 E, I + I E,- I)} G +F + ?) < +F 
for r sufficiently small. Collecting these estimates, Eq. (12) becomes 
II w - w’ II < O(r + E) I/ W - W’II < I/ W - W II in &.,a 
for r and E small enough. Therefore, T: B -+ B is a contraction provided the 
functions in 9 are restricted to .Zr,a . We conclude 7has a unique fixed point 
Moreover, the function ~(4, 5,) and ~(5, 5,) are real analytic in &.,a and 
~(5, 0) = 0 and ~(5, 0) = 0. These functions are the desired solution of 
Eqs. (5)-(7). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Consider the system of dz@erential equations 
where 
%=W + nj + f (x, YY 4 
j = By + g(4 Yj 4 
f, = 4% Yk+ + h+(% Y, 4 
L = C(x, y)x- + h-(x, Y, 4 
x = (x1 ,..., xk) mod 2rr, y = (Yl Y,Yk’), 
z - @+I ,-**9 x+,), +- x- = (z-1 ,...) Z-1’) 
(i) f = 0, g = 0, h* = 0, g, = 0, g, = 0, hku = 0, hi, = 0 for 
y = 0, z+ = 0, z- = 0; 
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(ii) A, C, f, g, h* are real analytic functions of x, y, z in a neighborhood 9
of the invariant torus y = 0, z+ = 0, .z- = 0; 
(iii) A, B, and C satisfy conditions (iii), (iv), and(v) of Theorem 6 in 9. 
Then, there is a neighborhood of the torus y = 0, z+ = 0, z- = 0 in which there 
exist unique real analytic k + 1 and k + 1’ dimensional invariant mamfolds 
M+ and M- containing the torus. Solutions respectively eave and approach the 
invariant torus y = 0, z+ = 0, z- = 0 tangentially at an exponential rate. 
Specifically, they can be represented as 
and 
x = 6 + u+(5,5+) 
M,: Y= v+G s+> 
z+- + -5 
x = w+(5,5+) 
x = E + u-g, L) 
M-: Y= v-(& 5-j 
z - +- w-(5,5-) 
z- = 5- 
where u+ , v+ , w+ are real analytic functions of (I, 5,) and u- , v- , w- are real 
analytic functions of ([, [-). Moreover, u+ , v+ , w, = 0 for 5, = 0 and 
u- , a- , w... = 0 for [- = 0. ThefEow on M+ is given by 
8 = w, %+ = 4+(5, OL 
where Wy, 4+(5, 5+)y> 3 pl y 12, y # 0, p > p > 0. The flow on M- is 
described by 
8 = w, %- = 4-(4,5X 
with My, C-(4, L)Y> < -PI Y 12, Y f 0, p > p > 0. 
Proof. After performing the substitution 
the given system satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 6. The proof is completed 
by choosing an appropriate fixed value of C. Q.E. D. 
c. The corollary may be applied immediately to prove Theorem 5. From 
Theorem 4 we know that the invariant torus y = 9, p = 0, q = 0 of the 
unperturbed system (1) is continuable. The continued torus is described by 
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an embedding %W: Tk -+ Tk x Rk+21 and a’, can be extended canonically to
a real analytic transformation +Y of a neighborhood JV’ of the perturbed 
torus, viz Section 2e. If (l,~, 5) denote the coordinates of JV’ then the 
continuation of the torus is given by %(.$, 3,0), for some 3, and after coor- 
dinate transformation the perturbed Hamiltonian becomes 
where w = F,@, 0, 0), 17 is a constant k x K matrix, and 52((, 7) satisfies 
the positivity condition (l-3). Hence, the corresponding system of differential 
equations is 
where 
7j= 
%+ = Q(59 7)54. 
%- = --w, 7) L + + U&T, 5) 
f = 0, g = 0, h* = 0, i%l = 0, 
ktn = 0, and h+., = 0 
(13) 
gg = 0, 
at 77 = 3, 5 = 0. Considering system (13) in a slightly smaller neighborhood 
Jtr C A”, one sees that all the hypotheses of the corollary are satisfied at the 
point 7 = 3, 5 = 0. Therefore, the invariant manifolds M+(j) and M-(p) 
described in Theorem 5 have unique real analytic ontinuations and the 
orbits on these continuations respectively leave and approach the perturbed 
torus tangentially atan exponential rate. 
d. It remains to demonstrate that M+(9) and M-(9) and their espective 
continuations under real analytic perturbation are Lagrangian in the 
Hamiltonian case. If the torus y = 9, p = 0, 4 = 0 of system (1) is continuable 
then, there exists a canonical change of coordinates %!in a neighborhood JV 
of the continuation such that the perturbed system of differential equations 
is of the special form (13) in JV. Thus, it suffices toconsider the Hamiltonian 
system (13). 
If substitution (4) of Theorem 6 could be constructed canonically, then it 
follows that M+(f) and MM($) and their respective continuations are 
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Lagrangian. Indeed, in that case the coordinates (.$‘, T’, 5’) related canonically 
to (I, 7, 4) are those such that (13) becomes 
,+W 
7j’ zzz 0
t; = ++w, 5+x+ 
[-’ = 0 
on ?I’ = 3, [-’ = 0 where $+ satisfies (l-3). Moreover, 
df A drj + d[, A d[- = dg A dy’ + dc,’ A d&-w’ (14) 
and the right-hand side of (14) vanishes on the manifold 7’ = 4, 5-l = 0. 
But in the unperturbed case 7’ = 3, [-’ = 0 is just the description fM+(y) 
in (I’, q’, [‘) coordinates while in the perturbed case 7’ = 3, [-’ = 0 is the 
description fthe continuation fM+(y). Similar statements hold for M-(y). 
We content ourselves with a formal proof of the fact that (4) can be 
constructed canonically in the Hamiltonian case and omit the convergence 
discussion. For our purposes, it suffices torestrict a tention to a Hamiltonian 
of the form 
=wx, Y, x+ > z-i 4 = (%Y) + U/XYs 17r> + <z- 9 w%Y)~+> 
+ qx, Y, z+ , x.4 4, (15) 
x = (x1 ,..., xk) mod 2a, Y = (Yl YVYk), x* = (.%I ,-a., x*1) 
which is real analytic in a neighborhood of the torus y = 0, x+ = 0, x- = 0. 
We assume 
(i) the conjugate variables are (x, y) and (a+ , x-); 
(ii) Q(x, y; C) = a + 0’(e) where fi is a constant matrix satisfying 
(l-3), and 
(iii) H(x, y, z+ , x-; 4 = &(I Y I + I z+ I + I z- I>* 
THEOREM 7. Consider the real analytic Hamiltonian (15) in a neighborhood 
of the torus y = 0, .z+ = 0, x = 0 under the hypotheses (i), (ii), and (iii). 
Then, there exists a real analytic formal canonical change of coordinates 
%(t, 7, 5; 6) such that on the manifold 71 = 0, c- = 0 the d$t%wntial equations 
become 
5’=CO 
?j=o 
it+ = (b+(S, b+; 45, 
b = 0 
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where ++ satis$es (ii). (The transformation %({, 7, 5; l ) is real analytic in the 
sense that all the coe@cients of its powers series expansion in powers of E are real 
analytic.) 
Proof. We seek a formal canonical change of coordinates such that the new 
Hamiltonian F([, ‘I, {+ , [-; l ) = X o @([, q, 5, , [-; C) satisfies 
and 
r,+(t, 0,5+ , 0; c> = 0. 
The transformation &(f, 7, &‘+ ,[-; ) E is defined implicitly b means of a 
generating function 
with 
and 
P(x, 0; l ) = 0, Pz+(x, 0; c) = 0, Q(x, 0; l ) = 0 
Qz+(x, 0; l ) = 0. 
We introduce the notation 
fqx, Y, z+ 9 .?- ; c) = f dP(X, y, z+ , x), 
l-0 
P(x, z+ ; c) =go 
,“P(“)(X, z+), 
Q(x, x+ ; ~1 = !. ~yQ(y)(x, z+1, 
-Q(x, Y; c) = go E”Q(“)(X, Y>, Lyx, y) = 0, 
c+bG z+; c) &‘(x, z+> =J-k 
and indicate how to construct the coefficients PC”), Q(“), 4:’ inductively. 
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On the manifold 7 = 0, {- = 0, the relation 
reduces to 
=W, l P,> x+, cPz+) = r(x + EQ, 0, x+ , 0) 
or 
cap + (qq(p,(~, z+ ; 4 mh, z+ ; 4) 
+ a+(% z+ ; 61, qx, EP&, z+); c> x+> 
+ qX, EP&, z+ ; E), x+ > &+(x, z+ ; cl) 
= r(x + EQ(x, z+ ; 40, x+ , 0). (17) 
Taking a/ax (17) and a/&z+ (17) and equating coefficients of c gives for 
P(O)(x, a+) the equations 
api%, z+) +wwp~(~, z+), fix+) + fC%, 0, Z+ ,0) =0, 
ap$x, z+) +wa~+)v~(~, x+), fix+) +@$(x9 0, Z+, 0) =0, 
each of which may be obtained by differentiating he single quation 
aP(O)(x, x+) + (P$, z+), LIZ+) + H(O)(~, 0 z+ , 0) = 0 (18) 
with respect o x and x+ respectively. Taking a/$ (16) and a/at- (16) and 
equating coefficients of Eon the manifold 77 = 0, [- = 0 yields 
aQ(O)(x, z+)+ (Qz+ (O) ,Llx,) + llP$‘(x, z+) + Hf’(x, 0, z+ , 0) = 0 (19) 
and 
dl)(x, 0) x+ + fp(x, 0, x+ ) 0) = &‘(x, x+) x+ . (20) 
Equation (20) defines c$?)( X,a+) and Lemma 6 guarantees the existence of 
unique real analytic solutions P(O)(x, z+), and Q(O)(x, a+) of Eqs. (18) and (19) 
such that P(O)(x, 0)= 0 and Q(O)(x, 0) = 0. Differentiating (I 8)and (19) with 
respect o z+ and setting a+ = 0, one sees that 
aP!o+)(x,o) +Lk$+,o) = 0 
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aQe(x, 0) +d?QE(x, 0) = 0 
implying I$:(%, 0) = 0 and QLT(x, 0) = 0, respectively. 
The functional equations obtained for P)(x, z+), Q(Y)(x, z+), and $y’(x, x+) 
are similar to (18), (19), and (20) w ic are also solved by using Lemma 6. h h
Q.E.D. 
A rigorous proof of Theorem 7 would have proceeded along the lines of 
Theorem 4 using the method of successive approximations. 
We may also conclude that the transformation (4) of Theorem 6 is auto- 
matically canonical in the Hamiltonian case since it is unique. 
APPENDIX 
In order to make our exposition more readable, all the technical results have 
been collected into an appendix. Most of these facts are well known from 
classical nalysis and therefore, the proofs presented are brief. On the other 
hand, the lemma of Section A2 is fundamental to our entire approach and will 
be carefully explained. 
Al. Algebraic Results 
a. To apply our theory to an equilibrium of a Hamiltonian system, the 
following lemma concerning normal forms is required. 
LEMMA 4. LetZ(u, w,p,q),u=(y ,..., uk),v=(vl ,..., oK)p=(pl ,..., ps), 
4 = (91 >***s qs) be a real analytic Hamiltonian without linear terms and let Q be 
the coeficient matrix of the quadratic terms in the power series expansion of SF’ 
about the origin. Assume JQ possesses k distinct pairs of purely imaginary eigen- 
values -&+a, ..., fiak, such that u = (aI ,..., uk) satis$es (j, u) # 0 for all 
integer valued vectors j with 1 < 1 j / < 4. Let 4 be the weight function on the 
ring of polynomials uWpeq8’ defined by 
ua = up’@ *** Uk, ak etc. 
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Then, there exists a canonical transformation f variables (Y, s, [+ , c-) -+ 
(u, v, p, q) such that Hamiltonian becomes 
where the eigenvalues ofL2 have positive r al part and the weight 4 of any term 
in K is greater than or equal to Jive. 
Proof. Let 2’ = X@) + X@) + A?(~) + 0, where the .8(i) are homo- 
geneous functions of degree jin u, v, p, q. We first treat he case X = X(s). 
The proof is similar to Lemma 1 and therefore w shall be brief. 
One can find a linear transformation T, not necessarily s mplectic, such 
that 
co 00 
0 -c 0 0 
0 0 ON 
where the eigenvalues of C are purely imaginary while those of M have 
positive real part and those of N have negative real part. In particular, C may 
be assumed to be diagonal since the purely imaginary eigenvalues of JQ are 
distinct. If C is diagonal then T need not be a real transformation a d we shall 
state the appropriate reality conditions later. Plainly, T is unique up to a 
diagonal matrix 
w= 
1 
Wll -- -- 
w22 ---- W,, .-- W44 
and our goal is to choose a suitable W so that TW is symplectic. Letting 
A = JQ and observing that Q is symmetric implies 
AT =QJ= = -QJ = JAJ. 
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Thus, there are two expressions for AT, namely, 
co 00 
A’= ]A] = -]A]-’ = --JT WY 
0 0 ON 
and 
Subtracting them gives 
which one can solve for 
Using [5] and the fact ZT = -2 one has 
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Replacing T by TW, (2) becomes 
(TW)T J(TW) = 
I 
0 wr,z12 w22 
0 
- wziz,i Wll 0 
0 w&z34 w44 
0 
- K4G4 w33 
The matrices Z,, and Z, are invertible since 
det2 Z,, det2 Zs, = (- 1)z det J det2 T # 0 
and therefore choosing W,, = I, W,, = Z,i’ , W, = I, W, = Z&l , yields 
(TVTJP’) = J 
so that TW is symplectic. 
Assuming T is now symplectic, i.e., TTJT = J, Eq. (1) yields M = -NT. 
Hence, we have found a symplectic linear transformation T such that 
in other words, there exist new canonical coordinates (x, y, z+ , z-) such that 
Xf2) has the form 
ie2) = 2 oIKXKYK + (z- , Qz+>, a, = m, , l,<lC<K. 
K=l 
Also, the weight #J of any term in %t2) is < 4. Moreover, it is known [13] that 
one may choose the column vectors of Win such a way that x, , yK satisfy the 
reality conditions 3~, = iyK , 1 < K < k. 
The next step is to examine JP) and Sc4). We look for new canonical 
coordinates (5, 7, c+ , c-) in which the terms of weight less than five not 
having the form (~~y~)i(~~,y~,)i i + j = 2 are eliminated. For this purpose, 
we introduce the notation 
yp3) = &eo + $991.2 + s2.1 + zo.3 
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where JP*~, i + j = 3, is the part of %t3) which is of degree i in x, , yK , 
and of degree j in z+, , z-, . Similarly, 
S(4) = $994.0 + . . . + . ..* 
It suffices toachieve 
x3.0 = 0 , 331 = 0 and Afqso = i GK+GYKKvYd). 
lc.d=l 
The desired transformation %: (t,~, 5, , SW) + (x, y, a+ , z-) is represented 
by means of a generating function 
S(x, 7, x+ ,5-J = CT 77) + <z+ > 5-> + s(3’(x, 7 x+ 3 t;-> + SC4Yx, 7, z+ ,5-l 
where S’(j) isthe homogeneous part of S of degree j. If 9 = X 0 % then S4) 
does not contribute to CV3) so we may first choose St3) to adjust 9c3). After- 
wards, S(4) is chosen to put W4) in the asserted form. The terms of order 3 
in the relation 
are 
2% 7, z+ 9 L)(as’“‘px) + SF(X) 7, z+ , 5-)(as’3’/ax+) 
where g, is a known function depending only upon S2). Since S2) = 
<x, 7) + <z+ > - 5 ) it follows that CW already has the form 
and so Eq. (4) may be written as 
{(~, w> + <Qz+, a/a%+> - (“7, a/a+ - (-w-L, a/aL))w - cw’ = g, , 
a% = (CdlXl )..., %X.k), v = h?l ,***2 WA, 
or 
L&s3 - $93) = g, (5) 
where the arguments of S3), F3) and g, are (x, 7, z+ , J-). Observe that L 
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maps gi*‘, gi*‘, g:*“, and gi*” respectively into terms of the same form. There- 
fore, (5) may be decomposed into four equations, namely, 
LS3,O - 93.0 = g;*o, LS2.1 _ g2.1 = g;,' 3 
LS1.2 _ g1.2 = gy, LSO.3 _ go.3 = 0.3 
g3 * 
The terms of g$’ and g, 2*1 do not lie in the null space of L because (j, o) # 0, 
1 < 1 j 1 < 4, and (jKcxKI + L2), for any integer j, , 1 < K < k, is invertible. 
Thus, the first two equations have the solutions 
33.0 E 0 s3.0 =L-lg3,.0; p-1 = 0 s2.1 =L-lg;.l 
which is what we wanted to achieve. 
A similar analysis of the fourth order terms in (3) leads to the equation 
LS4.0 - g4.0 = $4'0 
(6) 
for S4*0 and s490 where g, is a known function depending only upon S2) and 
S3). The terms of the form --T,,~(x~~,)(x,~~~~) in gi*” do belong to the null 
space of L. Therefore, (6) is solved by setting 
and then taking 
Hence, under the coordinate transformation 92, 
C-fJ = 2 o @ = i %L% + 4 K $=, ~,,,(5,7,)(EK,7Kfl) + <5- 9Q5+> 
K=l 
+ K(~,T, 5+ > t-1 
where the weight 4 of any term in K is greater than or equal to five. 
Finally, introduce the coordinates r,, s, , 1 < K < K, by 
5, = (l/d/z)(r, - k)> 7K = (w%s, - ir,) 
so if r, , s, are real then & = irlK . The Hamiltonian 9 becomes 
9 = 4 K,l %(C + s,“) + i K $=, TM/(C + &ve, + 2,) + <%- 9 525,) 
+ K(r, s, c+ , I-) 
and the weight + of any term in K is still greater than or equal to five. Q.E.D. 
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b. For the inductive lemma we need one statement on the invertibility of 
matrices. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose U, V are two matrices uch that U is invertible and 
1 U-l / < c and j V 1 < 2 < 1. Then, for E suficiently small, 
Proof. 
l(U + v>-l I < 41 + 24. 
implying 
u+ v = up+ U-IV) 
(U + V)-1 = (I + u-IV/)-l u-1 = (I + f (-l>j (U-V)) u-r 
i=l 
for [ U-lV 1 < 1 which may be achieved by a suitable choice of E as 1 U-IV 1 < 
1 U-l 1 1 V 1 < ~3. Thus, if E < min{ l/2, I/c} then 
l(U + V)-1 I < (1 + 2 I U-lV Ii) Iu-r I 
Li=l 
= c(1 + 2E). Q.E.D. 
A2. A Special Class of Linear Partial Dajkrential Equations 
The subsequent lemmas are of primary importance. They enable us to 
solve all the linear partial differential equations with variable coefficients that 
arise in Theorems 4, 6, and 7. 
LEMMA 6. Consider the equation 
a&, 4 w + uz(x, 4 $(x, x)x + 4x, 4 4x, 4 = f(x, 4 (1) 
w = ( co1 )..., 4 x = (Xl >*-*, x ), z = (Xl ,..., 2 ) 
where 4(x, z) and A(x, x) are real analytic matrices in the strip 
GeR: {I Im x I < r> x (I x I < W. 
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Suppose (b(x, z) satisjies the positivity condition 
My, 4(x, 4~) 3 PI Y I2 
for all nonzero complex vectors y, and some p > 0 
while A(x, z) satisjies 
Wy, 4x,+) 2 --cl Y I2 
for all nonzero complex vectors y, and some E > 0, E < IL. 
Then, given any f(x, z) real analytic in .ZT,, and such that f(x, 0) = 0 there 
exists a unique solution u(x, z) of (1) which is real analytic n.Zr,R and u(x, 0) = 0. 
Moreover, if the norm 11 . I j is defined by 
then we have the estimate 
II uII d 4-4 Ilfll. 
Proof. Denote by ($1) the solution of the characteristic equations 
df/dt = w; dC/dt = 4(&W. 
Observe that the characteristics remain in Z,,, for - 03 < t < 0 if the initial 
data at t = 0 is chosen in ZV.R . In addition, 
(W)l 5 I2 = 2 WL +(f, ~>~> 3 2~1 5 12, I 5P)l f 0, 
implying 
I &)I < e-+T 03 for 7 < t. 
Thus, 1 l(r)1 -+ 0 as 7 + --co. 
We first solve (1) along the characteristics (t), t(t). On the characteristics, 
Eq. (1) becomes 
duldt + 45(t), 5(t>>u = f (W, 5(t)) 
and the general solution of (2) is 
(2) 
u(t, Th’ + St u(t, T’)f (t(T’), <(T’)) d+ I 
where U(t, T) is the fundamental solution of the homogeneous equation 
dujdt + A(&), @))u = 0 
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satisfying U(T, 7) = I. The particular solution of (2) which vanishes on each 
characteristic as t-+ --cc is 
+5(t), 5(t)> = 1” u(t, 4fM4, W)) dd. 
-cc 
(3) 
This is a consequence of the relation 
aular - UA = 0 
and the hypothesis on A. Indeed, from (4) one has 
(auja+r* - UAU* = 0 
implying 
(4) 
(i/2)(ajaT) tr(UU*) = tr((au/aT)u*) = tr(UAU*) 
But (a/aT) tr(UU*) is real so that 
(i/z)(a/aT) tr(UU*) = Re tr(UAU*) 2 -•E tr(UU*), O<E</-L. 
Integrating from 7 to t gives 
tr( uu*)(t, T) < c2e2r(t-7), C2 = tr(UU*)(T, T). 
Hence, 
< c jlfll j t(t)1 6 er(t-T’)-u(t-T’) dT’ 
= MP - ~1) llfll I &)I - 0 as t - --co. 
We have found a solution of (1) on each characteristic u(&t), t(t)) and it 
remains to produce a solution u(x, x) for any given (x, z) E &.r.R . Let 
(5(t), 5(t)) be th e c h aracteristic through (x, x) such that S(O) = x and t(O) = Z. 
The desired solution u(x, z) is then obtained by setting t = 0 in (3), i.e., 
u&h T’)f(&“), &‘)) d+. (5) 
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Estimating as before, one has 
for E = 42. 
The integral in (5) converges uniformly in ZVSR , implying U(X, z) is real 
analytic. Inaddition, ifx = l(O) = 0 then ((4) = 0 which gives u(x, 0) = 0. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Consider the equation 
u&+J + U(x) Q(x) + 44 U(x) = F(x) 
where w = (wl ,..., w,), x = (x1 ,..., x ) and @(x) and A(x) are real analytic 
matrices in Zr: (1 Im x / < r}. Suppose 
Re<y, @WY) 3 PI Y I2 and Re(y, 44~) 3 PI Y I2 
JOY all complex valued vectors y # 0. Then, for each real analytic matrix F(x) 
there exists a unique real analytic matrix solution U(x) satisfying 
I W4l G 44F(x)l~ for some constant c. 
Proof. Apply the lemma with 4(x, a) = 0(x), A(x, z) = A(x), f (x, z)= 
F(x)z and u(x, a) = U(x)z in Eq. (1). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7. Consider the equation 
%(X, +J + 4% 4 4% 4 = f (x, 4, 
w = (WI ,...) 4, x = (Xl ,**., "%a), .x = (x1 ,.a., Gn), 
where A(x, x) is a real analytic matrix in the strip 
(6) 
Suppose, Re(y, A(x, z)y) > 0 for all complex vectors y # 0. Then, for each 
f (x, z) real analytic in .ZvvR there exists a unique real analytic solution u(x, z) of 
SUP SUP 
(6) satisfying Zr,, 1 u(x, z)I < cZr,, j f (x, z)l, for some constant c. 
Proof. We proceed as in Lemma 6 to first solve (6) along the characteristics 
defined by 
d[/dt = w, d[/dt = 0. 
Plainly, 
&) = wt + E(O), c-(t) = 503 
.5051ISlI-5 
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and on the characteristics, Eq. (6) becomes 
Wdt + 4&), 5(t))u = f(&), 5(t)). 
The general solution of (7) is represented by 
(7) 
u(t, T>Y + jt u(t, ~')f(&'), ii(~')) dr' 
7 
where U(t, T) is the fundamental solution of the homogeneous part satisfying 
U(T, T) = I. The solution which is bounded as t -+ - co is 
u(f(t), t(t)) = jt u(t, T')f(&'), t(T'>) a. -02 
As before, this is a consequence of the relation 
aujaT - uA = 0 
and the assumption Re(y, A(x, x)y) > 0 which imply 
(l/2) a/a7 tr(UU*) = tr((au/aT)u*) = tr(UAU*) 2 E tr(UU*) 
for some E > 0. 
Thus, 
so that 
tr( uu*)(t, T) < c2e-2c(t-T), C2 = tr(UU*)(T, T) 
1 u(t(t>, &>)I < j;m 1 u(t, T’)I lf(‘t(T’), [(+))I dT’ 
d SUP 1 f(t, <)I j” {tr(UU*)(t, T’)}1’2 dT’ 
G,R --oo 
G (4~) SUP !f(f> 511. 
‘?,R 
To find a solution U(X, z) for any given (x, z) E Zr,R , let (t(t), l(t)) be the 
characteristic through (x, z) such that f(O) = x, c(O) = z, i.e., f(t) = wt + x 
and t(t) = z. Since, 
U(wt + X, Z) = Z@(t), c(t)) = j” u(t, T’)f(WT’ + X, 2) dT’, 
-cc 
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it suffices toset t = 0 to obtain the desired solution, i.e., 
u(x, z) = j” U(0, ~‘)f(x + OJT’, z) d7’. 
-cm 
From the previous calculations, it is clear that 
65 
(8) 
The uniform convergence of the integral in Eq. (8) for (x, z) E Zr,, implies 
u(x, z) is real analytic in Z,,, . Q.E.D. 
A3. Convergence of Vector Fields 
The proof of Theorem 4 requires ome results concerning the convergence 
of vector fields. Throughout this section, 9” , v > 0, will be a sequence of 
nested domains, i.e., 59” C 5B-r for all v 3 1; 9, is defined to be r)V>o 9, ; 
and 
d, = distance (59” ,&9-r) = j:-r / x - y 1. 
wasa,?-, 
We let v denote a constant fixed vector. 
LEMMA 8. Let M be a d-neighborhood of the segment x = x0 L vt, 
0 < t < d/c, for some E > 0. Let V be a smooth vector jield on Jlr such that 
/ V - v 1 < E. Suppose x(t) is the solution of the initial value problem dxldt = 
V(x), x(0) = x0 . Then, 
1 x(t) - (x0 + vt)[ < d for 0 < t < d/e. 
Proof. Let y(t) = x(t) - (x0 + vt) and suppose there exists a to such 
that 1 y(t,)j = d and for 0 < t < to, I y(t)1 < d. Since 1 dy/dt j < E for 
t ,( to and y(0) = 0 one has ( y(t,)( ,( <to implying to > d/r. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 9. Let V,(x) be a smooth vector jield on go defining aflow 
@oW: (44 @oW = VoPoW, @J:(x) = x. 
Suppose there exist invertible transformations T,: 3” --f gyel such that 
I nr=, T,’ 1 < co where T,’ denotes the Jacobian of T,, . The transformations 
U,= T,o-..oT,:B~+B, 
naturally induce flows 
QYt = lJ;%&TJ, 
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with corresponding vector fields V,, on 9”: 
V,(x) = W4(@vYxNlt=, . 
Assume : 
(i) V, converges to V, on SS, as v ---f CO and 1 V, - V, [ < Cd,,,, on
aW with some constant C independent ofv; 
(ii) the segment x = x,, + vt, 0 < t < 1, belongs to 9a and on this 
segment V, = v; 
(iii) / aV,,jax 1< B on 9” where B is independent ofv; and 
(iv) U, = limv+m U, exists and is continuous. 
Theqfor 0 < t < l/(C + B), 
@oy U&J) = UC&l + vt) c 90 . 
Proof. We first show 
I @vt(xo) - (xo + WI < A+, for 0 < t < l/(C + B). 
According to (i), (ii), 1V, - v [ < Cd,+,on x,, + vt for 0 < t < l/(C + B). 
Since 9”+r C 9” - d,,, , the d,+,- neighborhood of this segment belongs to 
9” and in this neighborhood, 
I Vv - v I < (C + Wv, . 
Using Lemma 8 with d = d,,, and E = (C + B) d,,, yields 
I @p,“(xo) - ho + 41 < A+, for 0 < t < l/(C + B). 
Thus, the segment @:(x0) - (x,, + vt) for each t in the interval 0 < t 
< I/( C + B) belongs to 53” . 
Finally, 
I @olU”(X,) - ~“bil + 41 = I ~“sP,t(%) - w%l + 4 
< I U”’ I I @vyxJ - &J + vt)l 
< 1 U,‘Id,+,-+O as v-co 
implying 
@OtU&o) = u&l + vq. Q.E.D. 
A4. Miscellaneous 
For convenience several versions of the implicit function theorem and one 
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result concerning the solution of a linear partial differential equation are 
stated below. Detailed proofs may be found in [4] and [l], respectively. 
LEMMA 10. Let f(x) be C2 in the k dimensional domain 1 x 1 < r and 
suppose g(x) is Cl there. Assume 
f (0) = 0, f i’(x) exists, and If ,‘(O)l d 0-l; 
Then, there exists a solution x* of the equation 
0 = f (x) + g(x) 
and I x* I < Y. 
LEMMA 11. Suppose 
x = Y + 5&Y) 
in the k-dimensional ball I y I < 6~ where $ is real analytic and satisfies the 
estimate I 4 I < r/2. Then, there exists a unique real analytic function defined 
on j x I < Y such that 
and 
Y =x+f(x) 
If I < 141, lfzl <1+1/y for 1x1 ey. 
LEMMA 12. Suppose 
x = Y + NY) 
in the k-dimensional strip ZT: {I Im y I < Y} where 4 is real analytic. Then, 
given a positive number S satisfying Y > 26 and I+ I/S < l/2 there exists a 
unique real analytic function f on .Z,-,, such that 
Y =x+f(x) 
where 
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LEMMA 13. Consider the scalar equation 
Wx) +f(x) = 0 
where 8 = ,++(a/ax,) under the hypothesis 
(i) f is reaZ analytic and of period 2rr in the strip Zr: (1 Im x / < r}; 
(ii) /f 1 < Min &.,; 
(iii) C2L)” _ _ __ y2)AsR f 64 dx = Cf (41 = 0; s 
(iv) w = (wl ,..., wk) is a vector whose components are rationally inde- 
pendent and satisfies for some K(r), 7 > k, l(j, w)I 3 KI j 1--7 for any integer 
valued vector j # 0. 
Then, there exists a unique solution in the strip ZT:--26 , 0 < 26 < r < 1, 
satisfying [u(x)] = 0 and 
1 u(x)/ < AK/s(2n+l’, C = (4”/K)((K + l)/e)k+l. 
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